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Zecchi, Marco Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. A novel fluid structure
interaction and thermal model to predict the cylinder block / valve plate interface
performance in swash plate type axial piston machines . Major Professor: Ivan-
tysynova, Monika.
The cylinder block / valve plate interface represents one of the most critical design
element in the rotating kit of axial piston machines. The thin film of lubricant between
cylinder block and valve plate has to fulfill simultaneously a bearing and a sealing
function under dynamic load conditions; on the other hand, it represents an important
source of power losses due to viscous friction and leakage flow.
An accurate prediction of the time changing characteristics of the interface, in
terms of fluid film thickness, dynamic pressure field, load carrying ability and energy
dissipation is necessary to generate more efficient and reliable designs. However, the
complexity of the physical phenomena involved in the interface’s operation made the
trial end error practice the main design methodology in the last fifty years. The
aim of this work is to deepen the understanding of the main physical phenomena
affecting the cylinder block / valve plate interface performance. For this purpose, a
unique fully coupled multi-body dynamics model has been proposed to capture the
complex fluid-structure interaction phenomena affecting the non-isothermal fluid film
conditions. The model is able of determining the fluid film thickness as a function
of the interface’s load condition, accounting for the squeeze film effect due to the
cylinder block’s micro-motion and the change in fluid film thickness due to the elastic
deformations of the solid parts, caused by the fluid film pressure and by the thermal
strains. In addition, the impact of micro-surface shaping introduced by design or
resulting from wear process can be investigated and combined with the modification
of the clearance due to the normal machine operation.
xvii
The model was validated by comparing the predicted surface temperature of the
valve plate with measurements for two different machines, a 100 cc and a 130 cc
units of commercial production. In the first case the measurements were available
in literature, in the second case an specific test stands was developed as part of the
experimental study of the present work. The model has also been applied to the study





Hydrostatic pumps and motors are positive displacement machines which oper-
ate forcing fluid into or out a volume by changing in different ways their geometric
configuration over one shaft revolution. There are many different types of positive
displacement machines in the market, characterized by the different ways in which the
volumetric displacement is achieved, with consequent advantages and disadvantages.
Axial piston machines are among the most widely used types, due to their high
operating pressure, variable displacement operation, superior efficiency, compactness
and long life. Current advanced developments in the fluid power systems technology,
such as displacement controlled actuation and hydrostatic hybrid transmissions, use
variable displacement axial piston units directly as control element. The units are
therefore forced to operate over a much wider range of operating conditions compared
to pressure compensated and load sensing pumps, in terms of speed, displacement and
differential pressure. The new applications expect the axial piston unit to maintain
a very high efficiency under extremely varying operating conditions, introducing a
significant challenge for the designer. Figure 1.1 illustrates the measured overall
efficiency of variable displacement axial piston motors at 2000 rpm and 200 bar.
Two observations can be made: first, all the designs are characterized by a very
high efficiency at maximum displacement; second, all the designs share a common
trend, experiencing a reduction of efficiency at lower displacement angles. The total
efficiency reduction is related to volumetric and mechanical energetic dissipations,
which progressively outweighs the machine output power as the load decreases. The
reduction of efficiency is sensibly lower with the bent axis design, especially for high
bend angle. However, the bent axis units are expansive and the design required to
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Fig. 1.1. Measured overall efficiency of variable displacement axial
piston motors at 2000 rpm and 200 bar (from Baker and Ivantysynova
(2009))
achieve the variable displacement capability is complex; moreover, bent axis machines
experience shorter life time because of the high loads on the bearings. The swash plate
design is instead less complicated, cheaper and has longer lifetime due to the different
principle of operation (see Ivantysyn and Ivantysynova, 2001), but the efficiency is
much more penalized when the unit operates at partial flow.
The major contribution to the axial piston machine’s energy dissipation derives
from the rotating kit design and characteristics. A sectioned view of a swash plate
type axial piston machine’s rotating kit is represented in Fig. 1.2; the three main lu-
bricating interfaces between parts in relative motion are highlighted. The lubricating
interfaces represent a key design element, because they have to fulfil simultaneously
a bearing and a sealing function: the film of lubricant is fundamental to properly
support the high external loads, avoiding metal to metal contact, but the clearance
between the parts is subjected to leakages from high to low pressure regions and also
to viscous dissipation associated with the fluid flow. Most of the times the lubricat-
ing interfaces are the major source of power losses, therefore a deep understanding
of the their principle of operation can lead to improved designs, which can raise the
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Fig. 1.2. Sectioned view of the rotating kit of a swash plate type axial
piston machine
overall axial piston machine efficiency in particular at partial load conditions. This
would be extremely appealing on swash plate type machines because it could bring
the efficiency curve closer to the bent axis ones, maintaining all the advantages of
their simple and effective design.
The cylinder block valve plate interface is present in both the types of axial piston
machines and it may contribute significantly to the overall power losses. The principle
of operation is similar to a hydrodynamic thrust bearing: the cylinder block rotates
relatively to the valve plate, adjusting its position in order to meet the external load
condition by changing the pressure field in the fluid film.
The shape of the clearance over time changes not only due the relative inclination
of two parts but also due to the so called micro-motion, i.e. an axial motion of
the cylinder block of the order of magnitude of a few millimeter per second, which
contributes to an additional squeeze film effect. The performance of the interface
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however, is affected by a variety of phenomena associated with the normal operation
of the machine. All the parts in the rotating kit are subjected to high pressure loads
and consequently they deform elastically to an extent which is of the same order
of magnitude of the film thickness itself. Furthermore, the energy dissipated due
to viscous friction in the fluid flow is transferred to the solid parts, changing their
temperature distribution. The steady state temperature distribution in the solid
parts influences the fluid film in two ways. First, being the fluid film in the order
of magnitude of a few µm the non-isothermal fluid flow in the fluid film is strongly
affected by the surface temperature of the solid parts; second, the thermal deflections
associated with the heating of the solids are responsible of a further change in the
fluid film shape. There are also additional modifications of the fluid film shape which
can be due to wear of the solid parts’ surfaces or they can be introduced by design,
to ensure a stable and optimal lubricating condition.
Many researchers investigated the behavior of the cylinder block / valve plate
interface in swash plate axial piston machines; nevertheless, a clear understanding
of the interface’s behavior has not been reached yet. Furthermore, none of the re-
search attempts conducted so far have ever considered the complex coupling of all
the described physical effects in a unique numerical analysis. The aim of this thesis is
therefore to address the fundamental need to improve the understanding of the phys-
ical phenomena influencing the cylinder block / valve plate interface’s performance
in axial piston machines. The final goal is the development of a comprehensive model
including the required numerical solvers which can predict the formation of the fluid
film between cylinder block and valve plate of any kind of piston machine.
1.2 State of the art
The cylinder block / valve plate interface has been subject of many studies in the
last 40 years. The research activities can be divided into experimental investigation
and development of simulation models of different nature and complexity.
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Yamaguchi et al. (1990) studied experimentally the impact of different valve plates
on the leakage through the cylinder block / valve plate interface. Kim and Jung (2003)
and Kim et al. (2005) focused on the measurement of the film thickness between
cylinder block and valve plate for different design: standard flat design, spherical
design and additional hydrodynamic bearing pads. An inductive sensor was mounted
on the outer region of the cylinder block and the signal was recorder over one shaft
revolution. A similar approach was followed by Bergada et al. (2011), the authors
mounted three inductive sensors on the valve plate surface coupled with an aluminum
disc on the cylinder block’s outer surface and measured the film thickness over the
three selected point as a function of the angular shaft position. In all these cases
though, what was measured was just the relative position of the cylinder block with
respect to the valve plate and the film thickness was derived from this information.
Not surprisingly, Bergada et al. (2011) found in some situations negative values of
the derived film thickness and concluded that deformations effects have to be present
and that the actual micro characteristic of the surfaces of cylinder block and valve
plate has to be taken into account.
Hong and Lee (2008) studied experimentally the effect CrZrN and TiN plasma
coatings on the cylinder block and valve plate plate sliding surfaces, demonstrating
that the friction coefficients and the rate of wear sharply decreased thanks to the
use of such coatings. This work though, was limited just to low speed or stating
condition of the unit, where the hydrodynamic effects can not sustain the loads and
mixed lubricating conditions are more likely to appear.
Experimental investigations were directed also towards the thermal behavior of
the cylinder block valve plate interface. Olems (2000) concentrated his study on the
measurement of the internal temperature field in the cylinder block body. Another
work by Jouini and Ivantysynova (2008) presented temperature measurements of the
valve plate surface for a swash plate type unit under different operating conditions.
Surface temperature measurements are a good indicator of the film thickness because
they are very much connected to it through the amount of energy dissipated by
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viscous friction; in addition, they are easier to perform and are not subjected to any
complication due to the machine dynamic. In both these works the experimental
observations were compared to the prediction of a non-isothermal fluid flow model,
coupled with a simplified solution of the heat transfer problem in the cylinder block
and valve plate. The authors were able to match the main trend but the model’s
predictions suggested to improve the accuracy and to broaden the physical domains
included in the models. Temperature measurements on the rotating kit were carried
out also by Kazama et al. (2011); the authors investigated the temperature variation
in some fixed point of the cylinder block, valve plate and swash plate as a function
of different pressures, speed and oil type. The limited number of thermocuples used
did not allow the authors to draw any conclusion about the film thickness, but just
general considerations about the thermal behavior of the rotating kit.
For what concerns the modeling of the cylinder block valve plate interface, the
overall research activity can be divided into analytical and numerical models.
Sartchenko (1950) described the various forces acting on the cylinder block without
going into detail on the nature of those at the interface with the valve plate. Franco
(1961) derived the sealing land hydrostatic pressure’s radial variation for points away
from the valve port ends but he did not account for the pressure field between the two
ports of the valve plate. Additional studies, focusing on the analytic prediction of the
pressure field based on the principle of the cylinder block’s force balance were carried
out by Shute and Turnbull (1964), Hibbert et al. (1971), Taylor and Lin (1984), Ya-
maguchi (1986), Yamaguchi et al. (1990), Yamaguchi (1987), Matsumoto and Ikeya
(1991b), Matsumoto and Ikeya (1991a), Manring (2000), Ivantysyn and Ivantysynova
(2001). In all these models the cylinder block equilibrium was determined in static
conditions with major simplifications in the solution of the Reynolds equation1. More-
over, the Reynolds equation was not coupled with the cylinder block’s external loads
condition and therefore all these models were not able to determine the film thickness
1The Reynolds equation is the fundamental equation governing the behavior of laminar flow in
narrow fluid films, developed by Reynolds and described in his famous 78 pages long paper, dated
1886 (see Reynolds, 1886).
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as a function of the operating conditions: just rough considerations could be made
about the behavior of the interface, through a qualitative comparison of the loads
with the simplified pressure field that was possible to calculate analytically.
For this reason, the growing need in computational tool to aid the design process,
led the researchers towards the development of more advanced numerical models. In
these models the Reynolds equation was solved without major simplifications and
in some model it was coupled with the Energy equation, to account for the non-
isothermal fluid flow in the clearance. The real breakthrough with the numerical
model though, was not just the greater accuracy that could be achieved, but rather the
possibility of coupling the governing equation of the fluid flow with the external loads
condition of the solid parts. Fang and Shirakashi (1995) computed the position of the
piston within the cylinder of a swash plate machine considering its force balance and
the computation of secondary piston motion, allowing fluid film thickness variations
and squeeze film effect to be accounted for the first time within the fluid flow model.
The first authors that introduced this innovative approach in the modeling of the
cylinder block / valve plate interface were Wieczorek and Ivantysynova (2002): they
linked the rigid body dynamics of the cylinder block to the fluid flow through the
cylinder block’s squeeze term in the Reynolds equation. The Reynolds equation was
solved iteratively, by changing the squeeze term until the external loads condition
was met; the time integration of the squeeze term yield to the determination the
film thickness. The method introduced by Wieczorek and Ivantysynova is based
on the observation that the solid parts are free to adjust their position in order
to balance the external loads through the hydrodynamic pressure reaction in the
lubricant. Nevertheless, also this more advanced model has soon revealed to be poor,
especially relatively to the cylinder block valve plate interface. The model was never
able of predicting a stable film thickness between cylinder block and valve plate, even
in situations were it was certain (from experimental observations) that the interface
was working properly. Clearly the model was still too simplified regarding the main
physical phenomena involved in the lubrication mechanism.
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The first author who tried to incorporate both elastic deformation of the solids
and the viscosity-pressure characteristics of the lubricant was Ertel (1939), analyzing
the inlet region of lubricated non-conformal machine elements. During the sixties
various procedures for solving the complex elastohydrodynamic lubrication problem
were reported. Downson and Higginson (1959) described an iterative procedure that
solved the elastohydrodynamic problem for line contacts. Then, Houpert and Ham-
rock (1986) developed an approach that enabled solutions to elastohydrodynamically
lubricated rectangular conjunctions with no load limitations. Furthermore, in the
seventies the theoretical elastohydrodynamic studies switched from rectangular to el-
liptical conjunctions. Additional developments in the field considered the thermal
problem, analyzing the effects of temperature on the hydrodynamic lubrication pro-
cess and of the heat transfer mechanisms, as in Zhu and Wen (1984), Sadeghi and
Dow (1987) and Kim and Sadeghi (1992). During the last years, the elastohydro-
dynamic analysis has been applied to different scientific areas, recognizing that the
elastohydrodynamic effect is a physical phenomenon not only related to specific tri-
bological contacts, but that addresses, in other forms, further technical applications.
In fact, the local surface elastic deformation of mechanical parts subjected to high
operating pressures strongly influences the behavior and ultimately the efficiency of
machines that are designed to operate with an extremely low film thickness.
The coupling of finite element analysis with the solution of the elastohydrodynamic
lubrication problem represents another important field of research for the scopes of
this work. Taylor and O’Callaghan (1972) were among the first ones to propose a
numerical solution for EHL contacts using finite element analysis. Goenka (1984)
conducted a study using FEM of journal bearings lubrication regime; more recently,
advanced adaptive numerical methods based on finite element analysis for EHL con-
tact problems have been proposed by Goodyer (2001) and Lu, H. et al. (2005).
The first attempt to include elastohydrodynamic effects in the cylinder block /
valve plate interface modeling was by Huang and Ivantysynova (2003): the elastic
deformation of the cylinder block due to pressure loads was introduced through a
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coupling of the preexisting model by Wieczorek and Ivantysynova (2002) and the
commercial code ANSYS by means of an off-line computation method based on the
superimposition principle. The new model was able of predicting a stable fluid film
and confirmed that the modeling approach was going in the right direction. However,
the model of Huang had still many limitations. The Reynolds equation allowed just
for the cylinder block to be inclined or deformed, and it could not capture the varia-
tion of viscosity along the film; the Energy equation was solved and the temperature
in the lubricant could be determined, but the convective effect of leakage was not
properly accounted. Furthermore even though the energy dissipated in the fluid flow
could be determined, the thermal analysis was not extended to the solid parts.
Other authors started to investigate the impact of the elastic deformation due to
pressure loads on the behavior of the cylinder block / valve plate interface: Achten
and Schellekens (2006) and Achten and Vael (2010) tried to study the impact of
the hydrostatic deformations of cylinder block and valve plate on the leakages and
torque losses of the interface, but the FEM analysis were not coupled with the gov-
erning equations of the fluid flow and just qualitative considerations could be made.
Nevertheless, Achten confirmed the importance of these deformations effects on the
interface’s performance.
Jouini and Ivantysynova (2008) further developed the model by Huang and Ivan-
tysynova (2003), by adding an heat transfer module, which was able to calculate the
steady state temperature field in the cylinder block and valve plate bodies taking into
consideration heat fluxes due to energy dissipation in the fluid flow. The discretization
approach followed by Jouini and Ivantysynova (2008) did not allow the solid parts
to be modeled in a very precise way, and it had shown difficulties in the coupling
with the pre-existing non-isothermal elastohydrodynamic model of Huang and Ivan-
tysynova (2003). In addition, even though the temperature fields in the solid parts
were calculated, the associated deflection were neglected. Jouini and Ivantysynova
compared their simulation results with surface temperature measurements conducted
on a 100cc swash plate type axial piston pump. The simulation results captured the
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main trend, but the authors concluded that a more precise model was still necessary
before this method could be introduced into practical computational pump design.
1.3 Aims
The aim of this work is to improve the fundamental understanding the cylinder
block / valve plate interface’s operation and to discover the physical phenomena which
affect its performance. The biggest unknown of the problem is the fluid film thickness
and more importantly how the fluid film changes as the operating condition vary.
This objective is met through the formulation of a model where different domains
are combined into a unique simulation environment; the ultimate goal is to predict
the fluid film thickness under steady state operation of the machine by imposing
the dynamic balance of the cylinder block. The non-isothermal fluid flow in the
clearance is coupled with the interaction between fluid film and solid part in terms
of elasto-hydrodynamic deformations, transient squeeze and conjugate heat transfer
effects. The further modifications to the fluid film determined by micro shaping of the
surfaces is also considered in the model in order to allow the study of modifications
introduced “by design” or associated with wear taking place during the start-up
phase. Furthermore, the model is able to account for the impact of different material
properties and combinations. In parallel to the model development an important
experimental activity has been carried out to validate the theoretical approach and
to further consolidate the understanding of the physics.
1.4 Original contributions of this work
The multiphysics simulation model was fully developed with the C++ program-
ming language, in order to couple together all the main physical phenomena affecting
the interface’s performance in the most efficient and flexible way. The present model
represents the most advanced simulation environment for the cylinder block / valve
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plate interface ever published and it broadened the knowledge of this complex and
fundamental interface thanks to the following specific contributions:
• A generic expression of the Reynolds equation was derived in this work in order
to account for both the cylinder block and valve plate surfaces in contact with
the lubricant to be arbitrarily inclined or deformed; in addition, the approach
presented by Dowson (1962) has been followed to account for changes in vis-
cosity along the film. The new formulation allows for elasto-hydrodynamic and
thermal effects on the fluid film to be properly modeled; moreover, the impact
of micro surface shaping or wear phenomena can be studied with no limitation.
• The lubricating film’s geometry is automatically meshed using directly the CAD
drawings: the level of accuracy in the discretized representation of the sealing
surfaces is extremely high. The Reynolds and the Energy equations are dis-
cretized on the fluid grid through a rigorous implementation of the finite volume
method. The new discretization methodology accounts also for the convective
effects of leakages in the Energy equation that was neglected in the past.
• A fast and robust linear system solver was introduced for the solution of the
fluid flow, allowing the solution residuals to be lower and the computation time
to be at least five time faster than the past works. This effort was made to
address the need of a very efficient fluid flow solver required to face the fluid
structure interaction problem.
• The elastic deformation analysis was extended to all the solid parts that have
an impact on the cylinder block / valve plate interface, namely cylinder block,
valve plate and end case assembly. For this purpose a finite element solver based
on linear tetrahedral elements was developed and coupled directly with the main
fluid flow solver. The new finite element elastic deformation model can analyze
any kind of part geometry and allows different materials to be combined. The
elastic deformation analysis is based on the superimposition method introduced
for the first time by Huang and Ivantysynova (2003) for the cylinder block /
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valve plate interface, but it does not rely on any external software and is fully
automatic.
• The fluid structure interaction problem is solved in the interface through a par-
titioned fluid structure interaction approach. The convergence between pres-
sure field and elastic deformation is rigorously achieved by means of a dynamic
under-relaxation iterative technique.
• The additional transient squeeze effect determined by rate of change of the
elasto-hydrodynamic deformations of the solid part was included in the solution
of the fluid flow. Moreover it was found that this effect contributes to an
important hydrodynamic effect and it is of primary important in the prediction
of the load carrying ability of the cylinder block / valve plate interface.
• The heat transfer analysis is extended to all the cylinder block, valve plate
and end case bodies; the heat fluxes derived from the accurate solution of the
fluid flow in the fluid film are used as a boundary condition on the surround-
ing surfaces, to determine the steady state temperature of the parts. A CFD
methodology was introduced to determine the convection coefficients associated
with the other surfaces of the cylinder block, valve plate and end case that ex-
change heat with the oil in the machine casing or in the displacement chambers,
suction and delivery ports.
• For the first time, the thermal deflection resulting from the heating of the
cylinder block, valve plate and end case bodies during the machine operations
are calculated and used to further correct the film thickness prediction.
• In this work it was found that for a successful coupling with the fluid flow model,
the thermal strains of the parts have to be considered just as relative changes
rather than overall deformations affecting the clearance geometry.
• In order to fully exploit the developed finite element solver, the heat transfer
problem was solved through the finite element formulation, extending the finite
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element analysis into the thermoelastic domain. In this way, the elastic defor-
mation due to pressure, the steady state temperature in the solid parts and
their associated thermal deflections are calculated with a unique finite element
solver, fully integrated in the simulation model.
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2. THE CYLINDER BLOCK / VALVE PLATE
INTERFACE
The cylinder block / valve plate interface is defined by the fluid film separating the
bottom surface of the cylinder block and the top surface of the valve plate; the
thickness of the fluid is in the order of magnitude of a few micro-meters. Due to
the relative rotation of the cylinder block with respect to the valve plate, the shape
of the interface changes continuously over one shaft revolution. Figure 2.1 shows
an example of the surface’s geometry for the cylinder block and valve plate and the
resulting shape of the lubricating interface between them. The region where the
Fig. 2.1. Typical geometrical features of the cylinder block valve plate interface.
sealing takes place is called sealing land and is a disc-shape region defined by the
two radii Rsl,i and Rsl,o, containing the cylinder block and the valve plate openings.
The cylinder block openings are also called kidney opening, from the typical shape
represented in Fig. 2.1; in some designs the cylinder block openings can have a more
complicated geometry because additional grooves are machined, usually around the
region with smaller curvature (see Fig. 2.2). The openings on the valve plate may
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Fig. 2.2. Example of kidney opening with hydrostatic grooves.
have very different shapes, but they are always confined between the inner and outer
radius of the kidney opening of the cylinder block, having the same pitch radius
Rb. Additional grooves may be present (see Fig. 2.1) to limit pressure spikes and
cavitation problems in the displacement chamber, by ensuring a smooth variation in
the connection between the displacement chamber and the suction or delivery port.
An additional region, usually called hydrodynamic bearing or outer bearing, can
be present and is separated from the sealing land by a circumferential groove, which
is at the same pressure of the machine’s casing and collects the leakage flow. In Fig.
2.1 the outer bearing is defined by the two radii Rob,i and Rob,o. The hydrodynamic
bearing may increase the stability of the interface especially at high speed and low
load conditions, when to the effect of the centrifugal loads transferred from the pis-
ton / slipper assembly can tip the cylinder block away from the valve plate. The
hydrodynamic bearing adds additional friction (most of the time not necessary) and
for this reason in some design it is shifted of some tens of microns with respect to the
sealing land, in order to generate a ticker film in the peripheral region.
Usually it is either the cylinder block or the valve plate surface that determines
the actual extent of the sealing land and eventually of the hydrodynamic bearing,
if present. In the case illustrated of Fig. 2.1 both sealing land and hydrodynamic
bearing were defined by the cylinder block’s geometry. However, in some designs the
lubricating the interface may be defined by the combination of the geometric features
of both the parts.
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A common variation to the standard flat design of the two cylinder block and valve
plate surfaces is the spherical design of the interface, represented in Fig. 2.3. The
Fig. 2.3. Typical design of the spherical valve plate.
basic idea of this design is to limit the losses associated with the viscous dissipation
by reducing the pitch diameter of the kidney ports with respect to the pitch diameter
of the cylinder bores in the cylinder block. In this way, for the same cylinder block
size, the sliding surface is reduced and consequently the oil in the lubricating inter-
face is subjected to a lower circumferential velocity. As described by Ivantysyn and
Ivantysynova (2001), the drawback of this solution is the increased value of the tilting
moment acting on the cylinder block, due to the two different lines of action of the
resultant axial forces, the force Fgap determined by the pressure in the gap and the
force FDC determined by the pressure in the displacement chambers. To overcome
this problem the spherical design of the sealing surfaces of cylinder block and valve
plate was introduced; if properly designed, the spherical valve plate can theoretically
reduce the average tilting moment of the cylinder block to zero.
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2.1 Axial piston machine kinematics
Figure 2.4 illustrates a section of the rotating kit of an axial piston machine, with
the reference system used to define the machine’s kinematics. Swash plate type axial
Fig. 2.4. Axial piston machine kinematic.
piston machines can operate in two ways: pumping or motoring mode. In the first
case the shaft is driven by an external power source and torque is transferred to the
cylinder block through a spline coupling. The cylinder block rotates with the shaft
with an angular speed ω, while the valve plate and swash plate remain stationary.
Each piston reciprocates axially with different velocity, depending on the angle of
the swash plate, β. Thanks to this motion, fluid is drawn at low pressure from the
inlet port and discharged at the outlet port while the displacement volume decreases.
In case of motoring mode, high pressure fluid enters the machine at the inlet port
generating high forces on each piston and consequently available torque on the shaft.
Axial piston machines are usually variable displacement, so that the flow can be
controlled without changing the shaft speed, just by adjusting the inclination angle
of swash plate: larger swash plate angle corresponds to a larger stroke of the pistons,
therefore to a higher displacement and delivered flow rate.
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The outer dead center ODC is the angular position ϕ where the piston is at its
outer position from the displacement chamber; the outer dead center in Fig. 2.4
corresponds to a shaft angular position ϕ = 0. The inner dead center is instead the
angular position where the piston is at its inner position to the bottom of the dis-
placement chamber and occurs for ϕ = π. In the book by Ivantysyn and Ivantysynova
(2001) the piston position sK is identified by the point K (center of the ball joint)
and it is expressed relatively to the outer dead center, where K = KODC :
sK(ϕ, β) = −Rb tan β(1− cosϕ) (2.1)
In Eq. 2.1 Rb is the pitch radius, and β is the angular position of the swash plate.
The piston position is always negative according with the direction of the z axis in
Fig. 2.4. The total stroke of the piston is indicated with HK and it can be expressed
as follows:
HK = 2Rb tan β (2.2)
Based on the maximum piston stroke, the piston velocity, vK , and the piston accel-













Therefore, for a given design of the machine, the piston’s sliding velocity and accel-
eration are a function of the angular position and angular velocity of the shaft.
2.2 Dynamic load condition of the cylinder block
The cylinder block is subjected to a series of external loads which can be divided
into two groups. The first containing loads directly applied to the cylinder block
body and the second the loads associated with the piston/slipper assemblies which
are then transferred to the cylinder block body through the lubricating interfaces
between pistons and cylinders.
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2.2.1 Loads directly applied to the cylinder block
Figure 2.5 illustrates the loads directly applied to the cylinder block as well as
the reference system that will be used to derive the mathematical formulation of the
associated dynamic load condition. The z axis coincides with the shaft axis, pointing
away from the valve plate. The origin O is determined by the intersection of the z
axis with a plane through the centers of the ball joints between pistons and slippers,
which is parallel to the swash plate sliding surface. The x axis is parallel to the the
swash plate rotation axis and by convention it points towards the high pressure side
of the machine. The y axis is determined such that the reference system (x, y, z) has
a clockwise rotation.
Fig. 2.5. Loads directly applied to the cylinder block.
The main load on the cylinder block is represented by the forces FDB, determined
by the pressurized fluid in each of the displacement chamber. The instantaneous
pressure in the displacement chambers pDC is calculated using a lumped parameters
approach as described in Wieczorek and Ivantysynova (2002), Seeniraj (2009) and
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Klop (2010). A typical instantaneous displacement pressure profile is depicted in Fig.
2.6
Fig. 2.6. Instantaneous displacement chamber pressure for a 130 cc
unit, at 3000 rpm, maximum displacement angle and 400 bar differ-
ential pressrure.
The calculation of FDB and its associated moment MDB = (MDBx,MBDy) can
be non trivial if the geometry of the displacement chamber is complicated. Figure 2.7
shows an example of a displacement chamber with complex shape characterized by
an inclined kidney canal, which is typical in spherical designs. With reference to Fig.
















In this work Eq. 2.5 is calculated numerically using a discretized geometry of the
displacement chamber, which can be provided by any CAD software. The calculation
is made by applying a reference pressure of 1 bar, for a shaft angular position ϕ = 0
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Fig. 2.7. Calculation of force and moment associated with the pres-
surized fluid in the displacement chamber
in Fig. 2.5 (in this situation the displacement chamber is centered around the y axis,










The loads on the block due to the pressurized fluid in one of the displacement cham-
bers at shaft position ϕ and instantaneous pressure pDC can be calculated as a function
of F 0DB and M
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The cylinder block is further pushed towards the valve plate by the action of a
spring, which generates a constant axial thrust FS. This force is necessary to ensure
the stability of the cylinder block at low pressure and high speed operation: in this
condition the centrifugal load on the piston/slipper assembly would otherwise force
the cylinder block to tip away from the valve plate. Moreover, at high speed and low
pressure operation also the viscous friction force due to the reciprocating motion of
the pistons, FTB, may become important in the balance of the block.
The total direct load on the cylinder block body can be expressed as indicated in
Eq. 2.8. 


















−M0DBx sinϕi +M0DBy cosϕi
) (2.8)
The summations in Eq. 2.8 account for the z displacement chambers in the machines.
Figure 2.8 shows an example of calculated FBz, MBx and MBy over one shaft revolu-
tion, for 9 pistons unit, running at a speed of 2000 rpm, 200 bar of differential pressure
and 50% displacement. The magnitude of the y-moment is the biggest because by
convention the high pressure side is on the right of the y axis and the main component
of the moment associated to FDB is hence in the positive y direction. However, the x
component of the moment generated by FDB is not zero because the unit has an odd
number of pistons and therefore the displacement chambers at high pressure are not
exactly symmetric with respect to the x axis.
2.2.2 Loads associated with the piston/slipper assembly
The loads acting on the piston/slipper assembly are illustrated in Fig. 2.9. The
piston is loaded on its bottom surface by the pressurized fluid, which determines an
axial force FDK . The magnitude of FDK is very similar to FDB but has opposite sign;
moreover in the case of the standard design represented in Fig. 2.5 the line of action
of FDK coincides with the one of FDB. The sum of FDK , of the inertia force FmK
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Fig. 2.8. Example of FBz, MBx and MBy over one shaft revolution.
∆p = 200bar, n = 2000rpm, β = 100%
on the piston/slipper assembly and the friction force −FTK determines the resultant
axial load FAK , which needs to be balanced by the reaction of the swash plate. Due
to the swash plate inclination, the reaction force F SK defines an angle β with the
cylinder bore axis. As indicated in Ivantysyn and Ivantysynova (2001) the magnitude





FDK + FmK − FTK
cos β
(2.9)
The centrifugal force F ωK on the piston slipper assembly acts on a plane normal to
the shaft axis and therefore has two components defined by Eq. 2.10. FωKx = mKGRbω2 sinϕFωKy = mKGRbω2 cosϕ (2.10)
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Fig. 2.9. External loads acting on the piston/slipper assembly.
In Eq. 2.10 mKG is the mass of the piston/slipper assembly and ω is the angular
velocity of the machine. As shown in Fig. 2.9, F ωK is applied in the center of mass
of the piston slipper assembly, at a distance lSK from the point K. The friction force
F TG produced in the sliding surface of the slipper during its relative motion with
respect to the swash plate is assumed to be applied at point K; the components in
the x− y plane, are expressed by Eq. 2.11. FTGx = −FTG cosϕFTGy = FTG sinϕ (2.11)
The set of described loads is applied to the piston / slipper assembly. During
the operation of the machine these loads are balanced by the pressure field in the
fluid film between piston and cylinder bore, which represents the actual load on the
cylinder block. Therefore, in principle the loads transferred to the cylinder block by
the piston / slipper assembly should be calculated by considering this pressure field.
Nevertheless, since the equilibrium of the piston/slipper assembly must always be
satisfied, the total load associated with the pressure field in the fluid film between
piston and cylinders has to be equal and opposite to the resultant loads associated
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with the external loads on the assembly. This resultant load is characterized by the
two moments expressed by Eq. 2.12 and it represent the actual load on the cylinder








FωKx(sKi − lSK) + FTGxsKi
(2.12)
In Eq. 2.12 FSKy is the radial component of the swash plate’s reaction. For standard
designs, when the swash plate is inclined only around the x axis, just one component
in y direction is present; however, some designs present a second small angle of in-
clination of the swash plate around the y axis. This design is known as cross-angle
and in this case F SK has a component also in x direction, which contributes to an
additional y-moment on the cylinder block.
Figure 2.11 illustrates the loads transferred to the cylinder block by the piston /
slipper assembly for a 130 cc unit, at 3000 rpm, maximum displacement angle and
400 bar differential pressure, where the friction force from the slipper was neglected.
It is interesting to notice that the y-moment is Fig. 2.11 is zero. The friction force
Fig. 2.10. Representation of the loads transferred to the cylinder block
by the piston / slipper assembly for a 130 cc unit, at 3000 rpm, 400
bar differential pressure and 50% displacement angle.
transferred from the slipper was neglected and thus the y-moment of the centrifugal
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force has to be zero. From Eq. 2.1 and 2.12, the expression of the moment associated










2Rb sinϕi (Rb tan β(1− cosϕi) + lSK)
(2.13)
In the case of the y component, the the sum in Eq. 2.13 is zero if
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Considering the first summation, by expanding and expressing ϕi as 2πi/z
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The exact same derivation can be carried out for the second term in Eq. 2.14, proving
that the y-moment will always be zero1.
With a similar approach it can be shown that the x moment in Eq. 2.13 is instead
different from zero, which confirms that the centrifugal loads transferred from the
piston / slipper assembly to the cylinder block can actually become problematic
when the machine operates at very high speed.
2.2.3 The reaction in the spline joint
The loads on the piston / slipper assembly do not just generate a x-moment on
the cylinder block: the pressure in the fluid film between piston and cylinders also
determines a radial imbalance that has to be carried by the shaft. On the other
1Actually the derivation in Eq. 2.15 is rigorous only in the case of an odd number of pistons, but it
can be shown that the same result will be found in the case of an even number of pistons.
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hand, a reaction force on the cylinder block is generated in the spline joint with two
components expressed as indicated in the following equation. FSRx = −(FωKx + FTGx)FSRy = −(FSKy + FωKy + FTGy) (2.16)
Usually FSRy  FSRx because FSKy is much bigger than the other forces and FSR
turns out to be mainly in the y direction. Being FSKy the major component, from
Fig. 2.11 it is clear that the crowning point of the cylinder block on the spline
joint should be located exactly where the point O is. In this way, the reaction force
Fig. 2.11. Representation of FSKy for two different pistons on the
high pressure region of the machine. The reaction of the shaft on the
radial load is also represented as FSR.
FSR would not contribute to any moment with respect to the point O; moreover the
moments generated by the different FSKy on the high pressure side would more or
less compensate each other and the tipping moment on the cylinder block would be
minimized. Nonetheless, in some designs the crowning point can differ from the ideal
point O. Figure 2.11 represents indeed this situation, where the distance δz0 indicates
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the offset between point O and the actual crowning point. In this case Eq. 2.12 has









FωKx(zKi − lSK) + FTGxzKi − δz0FSRx
(2.17)
Especially at high pressure and high displacement the additional moment introduced
by the shaft’s reaction can become significant; Fig. 2.12 shows the variation of its
average value over one shaft revolution for a 130 cc unit, at 1000 rpm, 400 bar of
differential pressure and maximum displacement angle. As Fig. 2.12 shows, even small
Fig. 2.12. Representation of the additional moment introduced by
the shaft reaction on the cylinder block as a function of the crowning
point position with respect to the ideal location. Calculated for a 130
cc unit at 1000 rpm, 400 bar and maximum displacement angle.
offsets in the position of the crowning point can generate tilting moments that may
become hard to balance by the pressure field in the lubricating interface. Furthermore,
the actual position of the crowning point may change with the operating condition
due to the deformations of the shaft and it is quite difficult to figure out where exactly
the reaction force FSR will be located.
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2.2.4 Loads from the pressure field in the fluid film
Likewise the external loads, the loads associated with the pressure field can be
represented through a resultant axial force and two moments, in x and y directions,














In Eq. 2.18 the integrals are calculated over the cylinder’s block surface in contact
with the fluid film; the reference system is the same of the one depicted in Fig. 2.5.
If the interface is characterized by a spherical design, the calculation of the pressure
loads is more complicated. Figure 2.13 illustrates the situation with a cross section (b)
and shows how to decompose the resulting pressure force F into the three components
Fx, Fy and Fz. The pressure force F acts normal to the spherical surface of the
cylinder block; with reference to Fig. 2.13(a) the components of F with respect to
the reference system (x, y, z) are the following
F = i(F sinα) sinϕ+ j(F sinα) cosϕ+ kF cosα (2.19)
For the calculation of the loads associated with the pressure in the fluid film, instead
of using the expression in Eq. 2.19 and integrate over the spherical surface, it is
convenient to consider the projection of the spherical surface into a plane normal to




















The resulting axial force is determined by Fz whereas the other two components
generate additional moments in x and y directions, which are normally not present
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Fig. 2.13. Pressure load calculation with the spherical design.
in the standard design; the additional moments help to balance the tilting moment
coming from the different lines of action of the external and fluid forces depicted in
Fig. 2.3. The moment arm z in Eq. 2.20 is calculated as illustrated in Fig. 2.13(b).
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2.3 Principle of operation and associated physical phenomena
The external loads on the cylinder block have been discussed in detail the previous
section. The total external load on the cylinder block is expressed by Eq. 2.21.



























Figure 2.14 illustrates the force and the two moments expressed through Eq. 2.21 for
a 130cc unit, operating at a speed of 2000rpm, a differential pressure of 200 bar and
50% displacement. The external loads on the cylinder block are obviously a function
of the operative conditions in terms of differential pressure, machine speed and swash
plate angle but it is important to underline that even under steady state operation
the load condition is a function of the shaft angle, due to the kinematic of the machine
and the oscillating pressure in the displacement chambers.
For a reliable operation of the machine the external loads have to be balanced
by the pressure field in the fluid film between cylinder block and valve plate; more-
over, the cylinders block / valve plate interface has also to fulfill a sealing function.
The design of the interface is therefore problematic, representing a trade-off among
opposite requirements: the interface should provide a very thin lubricating film to
limit the leakage flow; on the other hand this would dramatically increase the energy
dissipated by viscous friction. Furthermore, to minimize possible conditions of mixed
lubrication, with a consequent extensive wear of the solid parts, an adequate film of
lubricant should always be present.
In the past decades the design of the interface have been carried out by com-
bining good experience with a slow and expansive trial and error practice, because
the mechanisms governing the pressure generation in the fluid film were mainly un-
known. The goal of this section is to introduce and describe qualitatively the physical
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Fig. 2.14. Total external loads on the cylinder block, for a 130cc unit
operating at 2000 rpm, under a differential pressure of 200 bar and
50% displacement.
phenomena that have been identified as crucial in the correct prediction of the load
carrying ability of the interface and more in general in the determination of its overall
performance.
The pressure field in the fluid film is governed by the Reynolds equation. As
already anticipated, at this point the focus is on the physics behind the pressure
generation in the fluid film rather than on the mathematical details of its expression,
which will be discussed later (see Sec. 2.5.1 and Appendix A). In general the pressure
field is characterized by a hydrostatic and a hydrodynamic component. The first is
determined by the diffusion of pressure from the boundaries of the fluid film; the
hydrostatic component is not sufficient to meet the oscillating nature of the external
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loads on the cylinder block and the hydrodynamic component becomes therefore
fundamental for a correct operation of the lubricating interface.
Hydrodynamic pressure components in the cylinder block / valve plate interface
can be generated in a variety of different ways. The most intuitive is the combination
of the cylinder block’s rotation with its relative inclination with respect to the valve
plate surface; this effect is called physical wedge (Hamrock et al. (2004)) and it
represents one of the most effective ways to build up hydrodynamic pressure.
Indeed, the machine could not work if the cylinder block was not able to adjust
its relative position with respect to the valve plate in order to meet the external
load condition. This degree of freedom is usually guaranteed by the proper design
of the spline joint between cylinder block and shaft, which not only transfers the
driving torque from the shaft, but it also allows the cylinder block to translate in
axial direction as well as rotate around the x and y axis with minimal resistance.
Some machines do not utilize a spline, being the cylinder block and the shaft part of
the same assembly (see Ivantysyn and Ivantysynova (2001)); in this case the required
degrees of freedom to the cylinder block have to rely on the proper design of the
shaft’s bearing.
Another important phenomenon are the squeeze effects, which can be divided into
translational and normal squeeze. The translational squeeze can be generated by any
kind micro modification of one or both of the surfaces bounding the fluid film. In this
case, hydrodynamic effects are present just because there is relative motion of the
cylinder block with respect to the valve plate; no relative inclination of the parts is
necessary. These modifications are represented by manufacturing imperfections, wear
or elastic deformations of the solid parts associated with the normal operation of the
machine.
The pressurized fluid in the machine generates two different types of deformations,
known as elasto-hydrostatic and elasto-hydrodynamic. Elasto-hydrostatic deforma-
tions are associated with a pressure field that is pretty much “static” and therefore
the result is a constant modification of the lubricating interface over time. This is the
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case of the pressurized fluid in the displacement chambers or in the ports of the valve
plate. With the exception of the rapid transition from low to high pressure port (and
vice-versa) these surfaces are loaded with a pressure that is fairly constant in time,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
On the other hand the elasto-hydrodynamic deformation is a more complex phe-
nomenon that results from a fluid-structure interaction between the hydrodynamic
pressure component in the fluid film and the consequent local deformation of the
solid parts. Elasto-hydrodynamic deformations take place where the fluid film is low;
Hamrock et al. (2004) define a dimensionless film parameter as the ratio between








Typically elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication occur when 3 < Λ < 10, for higher value of
the dimensionless film parameter there is not really a considerable interaction between
pressure field and fluid film.
Elasto-hydrodynamic deformations are not only important because they may con-
tribute to a naturally-induced translational squeeze effect; their dynamic character
leads to a second very important effect which can be associated with the so called
“normal squeeze”. In general the normal squeeze effect identifies the action of squeez-
ing the fluid film in the direction normal to its thickness. This effect is important
for the cylinder block / valve plate interface and it is in part achieved through the
axial micro-motion of the cylinder block, which adjust its position to meet the exter-
nal load condition through a slight and oscillating motion characterized by velocities
in the order of magnitude of a few millimeters per second. On the other hand, the
rapid change in hydrodynamic deformation over time represents an additional nor-
mal squeeze component, named transient “EHD squeeze”; this effect was first time
introduced in the modeling of the cylinder block valve plate interface in the present
work. This research study discovered that the EHD squeeze plays an important role
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in the prediction of the actual load carrying ability of the interface, especially when
the interface operates extensively under elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication.
Elastic deformation of the parts are not limited to pressure loads though. The
lubricating interfaces in axial piston machines are among the most important sources
of mechanical loss due to the viscous friction in the fluid flow; the heat generated is
partially carried off by the leakage, but in the most parts it contributes to the heating
of the solid parts. The change in temperature in the fluid alters its properties and the
change in temperature in the components of the rotating kit introduces temperature-
induced strains which result in a further elastic deformation. The effect of thermal
deflection of the solid parts on the prediction of the fluid film in the cylinder block /
valve plate interface was investigated for the first time in this work and it was found
that thermal deflections of the solid parts are of the same order of magnitude of the
film thickness itself, affecting the the fluid film as much as pressure deformations.
The temperature of the solid parts can be assumed to be stationary because, after
a transient phase, an equilibrium is reached between the energy dissipated in the
fluid flow and the heat carried off by convection in the flow and diffusion through
the solid parts. Temperature measurements carried out in this work and presented in
chapter 7 have confirmed that the solid parts are characterized by a static temperature
distribution under steady state conditions, the same conclusion was also found by
other authors (see Olems, 2000; Jouini and Ivantysynova, 2008).
2.4 Fluid film geometry
In absence of any phenomena altering the shape of the solid parts, the geometry
of the clearance is defined by the relative position of the cylinder block with respect
to the valve plate. Figure 2.15 illustrates the clearance’s geometry when the cylinder
block is slightly rotated around the x axis, generating a thinner film region around
point P1. In the described condition the clearance’s geometry can be expressed in any
point P if the position of the cylinder block is known with respect to the valve plate
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surface (plane z = 0) at the three control points P1, P2 and P3, depicted in Fig. 2.15.
With respect to the cylindrical reference system (r, ϑ, z) represented in Fig. 2.15 the
Fig. 2.15. Ideal situation of non-deformable solid parts. The clearance
geometry is defined by the relative position of the cylinder block with
respect to the valve plate.





r sinϑ(hP2 + hP2) +
1
3RB




(hP1 + hP2 + hP3)
(2.23)
Equation 2.23 is based on an ideal situation and it is not sufficient to describe the
complex shape of the clearance during the normal operation of the machine; neither
can be used to study the effect of any micro surface shaping introduced by design.
When the elastic deformation of solid parts, or micro surface shaping are introduced,
the boundary surfaces are no longer planes but surfaces characterized by a complex
geometry. In this case the clearance geometry is calculated in three steps:
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1. The solid parts are assumed to be non-deformable. In this condition the valve
plate surface is described by the plane z = 0 in Fig. 2.15 and the cylinder block
bottom surface by the plane through three points described by Eq. 2.23.
2. If present, micro-surface patterns are summed to the ideal position calculated
in step 1.
3. For both the solid parts, the components in the fluid film thickness direction
of the elasto-hydrodynamic and and thermal deformations are summed to the
clearance geometry determined in step 2.
The cylinder block and the valve plate surfaces are therefore defined by their relative
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(hP1 + hP2 + hP3) + δhCB(r, ϑ)
hV P (r, ϑ) = δhV P (r, ϑ)
(2.24)
The terms δhCB(r, ϑ) and δhV P (r, ϑ) in Eq. 2.24 incorporate the cylinder block and
valve plate elastic deformations and thermal deflections components in the fluid film
thickness direction and, if present, any micro surface shaping. Figure 2.16 shows
hCB(r, ϑ) and hV P (r, ϑ) in a situation where the cylinder block inclination, fluid film
thickness and solid body deformations are all clearly exaggerated, being otherwise
impossible to be represented. The fluid film thickness in any point h(r, ϑ) is expressed
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(hP1 + hP2 + hP3) + (δhCB(r, ϑ)− δhV P (r, ϑ))
(2.25)
In Eq. 2.25 the term δh(r, ϑ) = δhCB(r, ϑ)−δhV P (r, ϑ) expresses the correction which
needs to be applied to the ideal clearance’s geometry when any kind of modification
of the cylinder block and valve plate sealing surfaces is present.
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Fig. 2.16. Clearance geometry definition accounting for arbitrary
shapes of the cylinder block and valve plate sealing surfaces.
The cylinder block’s normal squeeze motion is defined by deriving with respect to
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(ḣP1 + ḣP2 + ḣP3) +
(
δḣCB(r, ϑ)− δḣV P (r, ϑ)
) (2.26)
The three velocities ḣP1 , ḣP2 and ḣP3 represent the magnitude of the cylinder block’s
micro motion at the three control points P1, P2 and P3 in Fig.2.15. In Eq. 2.26
the term δḣ(r, ϑ) = δḣCB(r, ϑ) − δḣV P (r, ϑ) is the transient squeeze effect due to
the elastic surface deformation, already introduced as EHD squeeze in the previous
section.
In the case of spherical design, the definition of the clearance’s geometry can still
be expressed using Eq. 2.25, assuming the the film thickness is the defined in the
direction normal to the spherical surface.
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2.5 The non-isothermal fluid flow in the clearance
The clearance between cylinder block and valve plate is in the order of magnitude
of at most a few tens of micro-meters and typical values of the kinematic viscosity
of the working hydraulic fluid at atmospheric pressure vary from about 100 to 3 cSt
for temperature ranging from 30 to 120 C. The maximum magnitude of the fluid
flow velocity V can be estimated from the typical value of maximum unit speed and
dimension: assuming 4000 rpm and 100 mm for the cylinder block diameter the value
turns out being about 20 m/s. In this extreme conditions, the Reynolds number is
given by Eq. 2.27 and it is safe to consider the flow to be laminar in all the range of






20 · (15 · 10−6)
3 · 10−6
≈ 100 (2.27)
The governing equations of the non-isothermal fluid flow in the clearance are the
Reynolds and the Energy equation. The first describes the pressure distribution and
in this work it was derived specifically for the cylinder block / valve plate interface to
account for elastic deformations on both the surfaces and eventual micro modifications
to the surface introduced by design. The second equation determines the temperature
distribution in the lubricant; furthermore it allows the heat fluxes heating the solid
part to be estimated as a consequence of the energy dissipated in the fluid flow by
viscous friction.
An accurate solution of the governing equation and ultimately the reliable predic-
tion of the fluid film can be achieved only if the properties of the fluid are well char-
acterized as a function of pressure and temperature. In this work the fluid properties
were modeled through analytic correlations derived from measurements; Appendix B
illustrates the derivation of the equation used to characterized the viscosity, density
and bulk modulus of the fluid that has been used for the validation of the developed
model.
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2.5.1 The Reynolds equation for the cylinder block valve plate interface
The two main equations from which the Reynolds equation is derived are the
Navier-Stokes and the continuity equation. The Navier-Stokes equation allows the
fluid velocity to be defined in the clearance. This expression is then fed into the
continuity equation which, integrated over the film thickness, yields to the Reynolds
equation.
The previous works which attempted to determine the pressure field through the
solution of the Reynolds equation either analytically (see Manring, 2000; Ivantysyn
and Ivantysynova, 2001; Bergada et al., 2012) or numerically (see Wieczorek and
Ivantysynova, 2002; Huang and Ivantysynova, 2003; Jouini and Ivantysynova, 2008;
Ivantysynova and Baker, 2009) started from simplified forms of the equation, which
did not allow all the possible alteration of the boundary surfaces to be captured. In
this work a general form of the Reynolds equation was derived for the cylinder block
/ valve plate interface, accounting for arbitrary shape of both the surfaces defining
the clearance and for the fluid properties to change across the film. Only in this way
the described physical phenomena can be accounted in the proper way in the solution
of the fluid flow. The derivation is documented in Appendix A; the final form of the








































The two terms on the left hand side model the hydrostatic pressure component
through the diffusion of pressure from the boundaries of the fluid film; the diffusive
coefficient is proportional to the ratio between of the cube of the fluid film thickness
and the kinematic viscosity. The terms on the right hand side is the source in the
Reynolds equation and they include the physical wedge, the translational squeeze and
the normal squeeze component respectively.
To solve this equation the film thickness is described by two variables: h and hCB,
where h = hCB − hV P is the algebraic difference between the cylinder block surface
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position and valve plate surface position, being z = 0 the reference plane that defines
the sign, as illustrated in Fig. 2.16.
2.6 The energy equation
The energy equation determines the temperature distribution in the lubricant and
it is therefore fundamental to estimate the fluid properties and also the amount of
heat that is dissipated from the fluid flow towards the solid parts.
For a steady-state fluid flow, the energy equation can be expressed in differential
form as indicated in Eq. 2.29 (see Incropera et al. (2007)).
∇ ·
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Equation 2.29 has the typical form of the transport equation of a scalar, where the
temperature in the lubricant is transferred through convection and diffusion processes.
Moreover, in Eq. 2.29 there is also a source term, represented by the mechanical
dissipation function Φd, expressing the heat power per unit volume generated by
the viscous shear of the fluid trapped in the interface. The mechanical dissipation
is derived from the assumption that the work needed to change the fluid element
shape at constant volume is all irreversibly converted into heat. More precisely, the
dissipation function is defined as the double inner product between the deviatoric
stress tensor τ and the gradient of the fluid velocity, as indicated in Eq. 2.30.
Φd = τ : ∇V (2.30)
For a Newtonian fluid, in a cylindrical reference system, the dissipation function is










































































In Eq. 2.31 u, v and w are respectively the radial, circumferential and axial compo-
nents of the fluid velocity V . Recalling the assumptions made in section 2.5.1, Eq.






















Besides a better estimation of the lubricant properties, the knowledge of the tem-
perature distribution also allows the heat fluxes towards the solid parts to be calcu-








Using Eq. 2.33 as a boundary condition, an heat transfer problem can be solved to
determine the temperature field inside the cylinder block and valve plate bodies.
2.7 Power losses
The dissipation function expresses the amount of power per unit volume that is
dissipated into heat in the fluid flow; thus the integration of Eq. 2.32 throughout the






It is important to underline that Eq. 2.34 includes also the power loss due to the
leakage flow. In fact, when the fluid leaks into the case through the sealing land its
mechanical energy accumulated in form of pressure is dissipated into heat.
The leakage flow QsB is calculated by integrating the oil velocity field over the
lateral boundaries of the sealing land. In the cylindrical reference system illustrated
in Fig. 2.15, with the expression of the velocities of the boundary surfaces in Eq.























In Eq. 2.35 u and v are respectively the radial and circumferential components
of the velocity. In the case of the cylinder block / valve plate interface only the
radial component of the oil velocity u (determined by the Poiseuille effect) contributes
significantly to the leakage. The circumferential component v (due to the combined
effect of Poiseuille and Couette effects) can eventually generate just cross port leakage,
namely a minor flow of lubricant that leaks from the high to the low pressure ports.
The power loss related to the leakage flow can calculated by multiplying the total
leakage flow with the differential pressure ∆p, as shown in Eq. 2.36.
Pls = QsB∆p (2.36)
The mechanical loss that is not related to leakage can be calculated as the difference
of the total loss, Eq. 2.34 and the leakage loss, Eq. 2.36.
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3. THE FLUID STRUCTURE INTERACTION AND
THERMAL MODEL
In this chapter the fluid structure interaction and thermal model that has been de-
veloped in this work is described under two points of view. The first section describes
how the physical phenomena introduced in section 2.3 are modeled and coupled to-
gether in the multi-domain simulation model. The second section is more technical
and is focused on the workflow followed by the simulation model. All the details
concerning the solution of the different problems introduced in this chapter are thor-
oughly explained in the next chapters. In particular the solution of the fluid flow
and the fluid structure interaction are explained in chapter 4. The solution of the
thermal problem through the finite element method is presented in chapter 5. The
calculation of the thermal deflections and the elastic deformations due to pressure
loads are covered in chapter 6.
3.1 Model overview
Figure 3.1 depicts an overview of the fluid structure interaction and thermal model
of the cylinder block / valve plate interface that was developed in this work. Different
problems are solved in the fluid and structure domains and the solutions are then
coupled together thorough the definition of the common interface between them. In
order to capture all the main physical phenomena affecting the lubricating interface
performance, four modules were specifically developed.
The fluid flow module solves for the non-isothermal fluid flow in the interface
through the finite volume method: Reynolds and Energy equations are solved in
sequence and the main lubricant properties are updated accounting for the calculated
pressure and temperature fields. In addition, the fluid flow module solves for the rigid
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Fig. 3.1. Overview of the fluid structure interaction and thermal
model of the cylinder block / valve plate interface.
body dynamic of the cylinder block body: the micro-motion of the cylinder block is
iteratively changed until the resulting squeeze field in Eq. A.13 generates a pressure
fields which balances the external loads expressed by Eq. 2.21. This approach was
successfully applied to the cylinder block / valve plate interface by Wieczorek and
Ivantysynova (2002) and the details can be found in the related publication.
Once the pressure field in the clearance is determined, the information is used
to calculate the elastic deformation of both the solid parts, through the minimum
potential energy formulation of the finite element method. The modification of the
common interface between fluid and structure (represented in blue in Fig. 3.1) is fed
back to the fluid flow module to update the prediction of the film thickness.
The fluid-structure interaction problem associated with the condition of elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication is solved through a so called partitioned approach (see
Küttler and Wall, 2008), where the problems in the fluid and structure domains are
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solved separately with dedicated solvers and then the solutions are coupled through
an under-relaxed iterative algorithm.
On the other hand, the heat fluxes towards the cylinder block and valve plate
bodies can be calculated when the temperature field in the lubricant is known, by
means of Eq. 2.33. The heat transfer module uses these heat fluxes as boundary
condition to solve for the temperature field in the solid parts. The governing equation
is the steady-state, conductive form of the energy equation which is solved through
the Galerkin formulation of the finite elements method. The calculated temperature
fields in the solid bodies are used for two purposes. First, for both the solid parts
temperature of the sealing surface is used to improve the boundary condition used
to solve for the Energy equation in the fluid film; second, the internal temperature
allows the thermal loads on the structure to be calculated. A finite element problem
very similar to the one which governs the elastic deformation due to pressure can
be defined using the thermal loads and the temperature-induced strain are thereby
determined.
Usually the overall thermal deflections have an order of magnitude of several tens
of microns, but just the relative changes in the sealing surfaces affect the common
fluid/structure interface. These relative deformations are extracted and fed back to
the fluid flow module for a further correction of the clearance geometry. The described
thermal analysis is carried out just at the end of each revolution.
3.2 Model’s workflow
The main purpose of the model proposed and analyzed in this work is to deter-
mine the film thickness between cylinder block and valve plate under steady state
conditions. Due to the oscillating nature of the external loads (presented in section
2.2) the film thickness changes continuously over time; however, under steady state
conditions, the film thickness will be a periodic function of time, repeating itself every
shaft revolution.
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The simulation model starts with a guessed lubricating film geometry and it goes
through an iterative process where the film thickness is constantly corrected to meet
the external load condition. The process ends when the predicted film thickness is
periodic over one shaft revolution; in this condition the pressure field in the lubricant
will be periodic as well and the temperature of the solid parts reaches a converged
solution that does not change over time. Depending on the operating condition being
simulated, usually about 5-10 simulated shaft revolutions are needed to reached the
described situation.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the workflow of the process through a block diagram. Each
revolution is discretized in time using a fixed step, which usually corresponds to the
time required to rotate the shaft of one degree. At every time step the the Reynolds
equation is solved using the current prediction of the film thickness and the pressure
loads on the cylinder block (calculated with Eq. 2.18 or 2.20), are compared to the
external loads (calculated with Eq. 2.21). At the first try there is always a loads
imbalance (expressed by δF in Fig. 3.2) and the pressure field has to be adjusted in
order to ensure the loads balance. This is done iteratively through a multidimensional
root finding algorithm based on the Powell hybrid method (see Powell, 1970), which
automatically changes the squeeze field ∂h/∂t in the Reynolds equation until the force
imbalance function is close to zero (usually 1N or less is used as tolerance threshold).
The fluid structure interaction problem is solved after the force balance loop. The
solution approach is based on the non linear formulation of the Reynolds equation,
in the sense that the the film thickness and the source in Eq. A.13 are considered a
function of the pressure field. At every iteration in the non linear solution loop of the
Reynolds equation, the elastic deformation of the solid parts are calculated with the
current pressure solution and the film thickness is then corrected accordingly. In order
to avoid divergence of the solution, the pressure field is under relaxed with a dynamic
relaxation technique, in order to maximize the convergence speed. The convergence of
the fluid structure interaction problem is measured through the normalized pressure




Fig. 3.2. Workflow of the simulation model for the cylinder block and
valve plate interface
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are assumed be converged, since they are directly associated with the pressure (the
detailed description of this process is given in section 4.2)
At the end of the fluid structure interaction the pressure field will no longer bal-
ance exactly the external loads. Theoretically, the fluid structure interaction loop
should be carried out at every iteration of the force balance loop; only in this way
the final pressure field will meet the external load condition and it will be congruent
with the deformation of the solid parts. However such kind of approach is not feasible
because the simulation time increases exponentially, especially under low film thick-
ness conditions. On the other hand, if the time step is reasonably small, the change
in load condition from one time step to the other is small and the error introduced
at the end of the fluid structure interaction loop should be rather small.
When a valid pressure field is determined the fluid velocity field is derived through
Eq. A.5 and the Energy equation can be solved. The fluid properties are updated
with the current pressure and temperature field and also the instantaneous heat fluxes
to the solid parts are calculated through Eq. 2.33. The simulation process moves then
to the next time step k + 1; the current prediction of the film thickness is corrected
by integrating in time the squeeze motion field as follows:






At the end of each revolution the thermal analysis is performed. The instanta-
neous heat fluxes towards the solid parts are averaged over one shaft revolution and
applied as a boundary condition to solve for the temperature fields in the cylinder
block, valve plate and end case assembly (all the details are explained in chapter 5).
The thermal deflection are then derived from the thermal loads affecting the solid
parts; the relative deformation of the surfaces in contact with the fluid, δhthCB and
δhthV P , are extracted and used to further correct the film thickness prediction (details
are in chapter 6); the two corrections δhthCB and δh
th
V P are constant throughout one
shaft revolution. After the solution of the temperature fields in the solid parts the in-
terface’s surface temperatures are updated in order to solve the Energy equation more
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precisely. The thermal problem is the one that requires to simulate many revolutions
to reach a converged solution. The simulation ends when the thermal corrections (in
terms of film thickness and surfaces temperature) no longer change the film thickness
prediction from one revolution to the other.
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4. SOLUTION OF THE NON-ISOTHERMAL FLUID
FLOW
The non-isothermal fluid flow in the clearance is governed by the Reynolds and the
Energy equation introduced in sections 2.5.1 and 2.6. This chapter explains in detail
how these partial differential equations are solved in the simulation model, describing
the computational grid generation, the discretization process and the solution scheme.
4.1 Grid features and generation
The cylinder block valve plate interface is characterized by a complex geometry due
to the complex shape of the kidney and ports openings; moreover the computational
domain changes continuously over one shaft revolution due to the relative motion of
the cylinder block with respect to the valve plate. At a first glance, it would seem
that an unstructured, non orthogonal grid is the best way of discretizing the clearance
geometry, because in that way the complex shape would be described almost exactly.
This is not just a nice property but also an important practical requirement for the
model: the prediction of the lubricating interface performance is based upon the
balance of the external forces acting on the cylinder block with the pressure field in
the lubricant and therefore, if the sealing land area is poorly approximated, the film
thickness prediction will be significantly affected by the error. Suppose that the area
error in the sealing land discretization respect the exact shape is 5%. The axial force
that the pressure in the gap has to generate is in the order of magnitude of tens of kN,
therefore that little error in the discretization would lead to an error of 500÷ 1000 N
, which is close to the typical values of the spring force FS illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
Nevertheless, precision is not the only requirement that the fluid grid has to ful-
fill. The way in which finite volume method is formulated makes it intrinsically more
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effective on orthogonal grids, i.e. grids where the vectors connecting the elements
centroid are orthogonal to the common face shared by the elements. If that is not the
case (namely for non-orthogonal girds) the calculation of the gradient becomes prob-
lematic and the finite volume approach forces linear problem to become non-linear
due to the introduction of the so called secondary gradient or non-orthogonal correc-
tion (see Jasak, 1996; Murthy, 2002). When a problem becomes non-linear a certain
number of so called outer iterations are required to progressively improve the terms
that depend on the solution and this slows down the overall solution process. Fur-
thermore, an unstructured, non-orthogonal mesh would also make difficult to handle
the mesh motion because it would require to re-generate a new mesh at each time step
in the simulation to account for the changing in relative position between cylinder
block and valve plate.
For this reasons in this work the choice leaned towards a structured, orthogonal
grid for the solution of the fluid flow, represented in Fig. 4.1. Elements are organized
in planar layers, composed of m rings of size n; the total number of layers is q. Each
direction is identified by a counter i, j, k for the radial, circumferential and axial
directions respectively. The grid shown in Fig. 4.1 is tridimensional and is used to
Fig. 4.1. Structured grid used to solve for the fluid flow.
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solve for the Energy equation; the Reynolds equation is defined on a bi-dimensional
domain and therefore just one layer of the grid is used for its solution.
The grid is automatically generated in the model. The grid generation algorithm
starts creating two discs of elements of size mn, where the inner and outer diameters
of the discs are the same of the inner and outer diameters of the actual sealing surface;
moreover elements are organized in radials groups, in order to fit precisely the kidney
openings and, if present, the outer hydrodynamic bearing.
In a second step the elements are divided into fluid and boundary types as illus-
trated in Fig. 4.2. The blue lines defining the cylinder block openings, outer bearing
and valve plate ports are automatically generated in the model, from the CAD defini-
tion of the cylinder block and valve plate body (in stl format). The winding number
algorithm (see Press et al., 2007) is used to identify whether or not a element centroid
lies inside the fluid region. Every non-fluid region is properly labeled, to keep infor-
mation about the associated boundary to be applied for the solution of the partial
differential equations: every group of elements belonging to each cylinder block kid-
ney opening are labeled from 1 to the number of pistons z in the machine, the groups
of elements in the valve plate ports are divided into “high pressure port” elements (by
default on the positive x direction in Fig. 4.2) and into “low pressure port”, also the
group of elements in the “case pressure” regions are properly labeled. The two grids
represented in Fig. 4.2 are stored in the model so that for any shaft angular position
the actual fluid region is obtained by superimposing the cylinder block’s grid (prop-
erly rotated) to the valve plate grid (fixed): if two fluid elements are superimposed
the results will be a fluid element, if at least one of the two elements is instead part of
a boundary, the resulting element will be a boundary. This approach makes the mesh
motion handling very simple and effective. The three dimensional grid represented
in Fig. 4.1 is obtained just repeating in axial direction the two dimensional mesh of
Fig. 4.2.
Looking at the zoomed regions in Fig. 4.2 it is evident that the complex shapes
of the real geometries are not perfectly approximated by the grids. In order to make
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Fig. 4.2. Grids generation for cylinder block and valve plate surfaces.
The yellow elements represent fluid and the grey elements are part
of openings, ports, or grooves. The blue boundary lines define the
actual shape of the cylinder block and valve plate sealing surfaces.
the picture clear the number of gird elements is remarkably lower compared to the
actual number used for practical calculation (usual sizes are m×n×q = 60×360×30
for normal grids and m × n × q = 120 × 720 × 60 for fine grids), however even with
finer grids the problem remains. This accuracy issue was solved by introducing an
additional grid, that matches exactly the shape of the cylinder block’s sealing land
as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. On this additional grid no equation is solved: the pressure
field is simply interpolated for the only purpose of pressure loads calculation. The
additional grid is automatically generated in the model as well. The original quads
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Fig. 4.3. (a) pressure field calculated through the solution of the
Reynolds equation on a computation grid of 60 × 360 elements; (b)
pressure field interpolated from (a) on the grid used for the calculation
of the pressure loads on the cylinder block.
elements are clipped with the blue boundary lines of Fig. 4.2 using the algorithm
described by Vatti (1992).
4.1.1 Discretization of the Reynolds equation
The Reynolds equation is a partial differential equation describing a diffusion
process in two dimensions and it can be represented in compact form like in Eq. 4.1.
∇ · (−Γ∇p) = S (4.1)




















The integration of Eq. 4.1 over the control volume δV shown in Fig. 4.4 yields to
Eq. 4.4. ∫
δV




Applying the divergence theorem Eq. 4.4 becomes∫
δA




In Eq. 4.5 the integral of the left hand side is over the boundary surface δA of the
control volume. Without any approximation, the integral on the left hand side can be
substituted by the summation over the four faces w, e, s and n of the control volume
represented in Fig. 4.4, as indicated in Eq. 4.5.
4∑
i=1




The selection of an orthogonal mesh makes the calculation of the dot product in
Fig. 4.4. Detail of the control volume used to discretize the Reynolds
equation in cylindrical coordinates.
Eq. 4.6 easy, since the directions of the gradient’s components are always normal to
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At this point the calculation of the gradients at the control volume’s faces requires an
approximation, because it needs to be derived just from the information of pressure
at the cells centroid (labeled with capital letters in Fig. 4.4). Using the central




























































The last term in Eq. 4.10, ∂hP/∂t, includes the squeeze introduced by the rigid
motion of the cylinder block and the rate of change of fluid film due to the elasto-
hydrodynamic deformation, as indicated in Eq. 2.26; this term is discretized with







rP sinϑP (ḣP2 + ḣP2) +
1
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The terms δhCB and δhV P in Eq. 4.11 are the elastic deformations of the cylinder
block and valve plate.
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Since the film thickness is a function of the pressure field by means of the bodies
deformations, the source S depends on the solution variable p. In this case, as sug-
gested by Patankar (1980), the source can be linearized into a constant part Sc and
a variable part Sp that depends on the pressure, as in Eq. 4.12.∫
δV








There are many ways of splitting S into Sc and Sp. If the dependence S(p) is known
analytically, the best approach would be to embed the derivative dS/dp into Sp.
Unfortunately in this case the relation S(p) is very complex because it depends on
the elastic deformation of the solid parts and it is certainly not possible to define it
analytically; the derivative could be approximated numerically but the computation
overhead would be too big. On the other hand, to radically simplify the problem,
Sp could be set to zero, assuming the source to be totally independent upon the
pressure, i.e. S = Sc; even though this approach simplifies the discretization it may
create problems later, during the solution process. The approach that worked best
for this problem defines Sp through a fixed parameter γ as indicated in Eq. 4.13. Sc = S + γ |S| ppSp = −γ |S| (4.13)
In this way, the bigger is the magnitude of S, the bigger is the amount that is supposed
to change with the pressure. Moreover, the solution dependent portion of the source
is forced to be always negative, to ensure the Scarborough criterion to be satisfied
(see Scarborough, 1958). A good value of γ which works well for this problem was
found to be 10−7.
The algebraic equation resulting from the finite volume discretization is derived
by rearranging Eq. 4.9 and 4.12.
aPpP = aWpW + aEpE + aSpS + aNpN + b (4.14)
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The definition of the algebraic coefficients depends upon the position of each control
volume. For a cell in the interior of the grid, like the one shown in Fig. 4.4, the








































The additional term aPpP (1−α)/α in Eq. 4.15 derives from the relaxation technique
used in the iterative solution algorithm in the fluid structure interaction, see section
4.2
4.1.2 Boundary conditions
The solution of the Reynolds equation represents a full Dirichlet problem, where
the pressure needs to be specified on all the boundaries. Fig. 4.5 illustrates the
pressure values applied to the different boundaries.
Each displacement chamber region is set to the associated instantaneous pressure,
even when the displacement chamber is superimposed to the valve plate ports. The
valve plate ports regions are set to the high or low pressure values (red and blue line
respectively in Fig. 4.5) related to the current shaft angle ϕ; the case region is set to
the pressure value in the pump casing.
For what concerns the discretization process, if one or more faces of the control
volume P is represented by a boundary, the definition of the algebraic coefficients
changes respect Eq. 4.15. For example, if the control volume is surrounded by the
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Fig. 4.5. Boundary conditions applied to solve the Reynolds equations
at shaft angle ϕ = 0.
Fig. 4.6. Control volume surrounded by part of the high pressure
port, where the pressure is imposed at the value pHP .
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4.2 Solution of the Reynolds equation and the fluid structure interaction
problem
The elastic deformations of the solid parts make the Reynolds equation non linear
because both the algebraic coefficients and the source term in Eq. 4.14 are function
of the solution p. The solution scheme in this situation is an iterative procedure,
which starts with an initial guess of pressure p(0) (usually the guesses comes from the
solution of the fluid flow from the previous time step) and goes through a series of
outer iterations as follows:
1. With the current approximation of pressure field at the iteration (k), p(k), the
elastic deformations of the solid parts due to pressure loads, δhpCB
(k) and δhpV P
(k)
are calculated. The deformations elastic deformations are used to update the
film thickness, through Eq. 2.25 and to update the EHD squeeze term as
indicated in Eq. 4.11; it is important to underline that for the stability of the
solution process the EHD squeeze is dynamically changed at each iteration.
The viscosity field is updated using the current predictions of fluid pressure and
temperature.
2. With the current approximation of the film thickness, h(k), and viscosity, µ(k),
the Reynolds equation can be discretized as described in the previous section;
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3. By combining the algebraic Eq. 4.14 for all the control volumes in the compu-
tational domain, a linear system of the form of Eq. 4.17 is obtained.
A(k)p(k+1) = b(k) (4.17)
In Eq. 4.17 p(k+1) is the solution vector of pressure in the cells centroid re-
sulting from the current approximation for the known vector b(k) (composed of
the sources, boundaries and non-linearity terms) and A(k) is the sparse, non-
symmetric matrix of algebraic coefficients. The solution of the linear system
in Eq. 4.17 involves a certain number of inner iterations, indicated with (ν),
which are performed by an iterative solver, described in the next section.
Since the dependence between pressure and film thickness can be quite strong, an
under-relaxation techniques is used in combination with the source term linearization.
The relaxation coefficient α, which shows up in the expression of the source term in
Eq. 4.15 and 4.16, is dynamically changed as a function of the residual behavior
during the solution process.
An important issue shared by all the iterative methods is the estimation of conver-
gence during the process. Formally, is the exact solution p is known, at the iteration
(k) the error at the step k, e(k) is defined as the difference between the exact solution
and the current best approximation p(k):
e(k) = p− p(k) (4.18)
Unfortunately, since the exact solution is unknown the error is not a practical measure
of convergence; nevertheless Eq. 4.17 can be rewritten in a different way:
Ap−Ap(k) = Ae(k) = b(k) −Ap(k) = r(k) (4.19)
In Eq. 4.19 r is called residual and it represents the error transformed by A in the
same space of b; the residual is used as a measure of the convergence process. In order
to have a measure that is independent on the scale of the problem, the normalized
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residual is introduced; in this work the residual was normalized using the known term















Figure 4.7 illustrates a typical path followed by the normalized residual during
the non linear solution process just described. It can be noticed that the residual
Fig. 4.7. Convergence behavior for the solution of the fluid structure
interaction problem.
drop is quite smooth during the first phase but it becomes more bumpy when low
residual values are reached; at about 60 iterations the solution starts to diverge with
a relaxation factor of 0.8 and the dynamic relaxation algorithm decreases it to 0.6,
to reach the 10−5 convergence tolerance. The lower relaxation is necessary because
the minimum film thickness value for this example is close to one micron and the
pressure-deformation interaction is definitely non negligible.
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4.2.1 The Preconditioned bi-Conjugate Gradient stabilized method for
the solution of sparse linear systems
As shown in Fig. 4.7, many outer iterations are necessary to solve the fluid
structure interaction problem. Considering that at every iteration the linear system
of Eq. 4.17 has to be solved and that the fluid structure interaction problem has to
be faced at every time step in the overall solution loop it is clear that a very efficient
linear solver is a must to conclude a simulation in a reasonable amount of time.
The pattern of the matrix A, determined by the discretization of the Reynolds
equation on the grid of Fig. 4.3 is represented in Fig. 4.8. As anticipated, A is a
Fig. 4.8. Typical sparse pattern for the matrix A from the discretiza-
tion of the Reynolds equation on the grid of Fig. 4.3.
sparse matrix and even though from Fig. 4.8 it looks symmetric, the values of the
entries are different, due to the non uniform viscosity and film thickness.
The linear system of Eq. 4.17 can be solved with direct or iterative methods.
Due to the properties of the matrix A, an iterative procedure was prefered: the
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biconjugate gradient stabilized method (BiCGstab). The BiCGstab method belongs
to the Krylov-types methods and is one of the most popular solvers in computational
fluid dynamics. The performance of the solver depends on the condition number κ
of the matrix A, i.e. the ratio between the maximum and the minimum eigenvalue.
In particular, it can be proven (see Shewchuk, 1994) that the maximum number of









To overcome this limitation, in most of the applications the biconjugate gradient
stabilized method is not applied directly to the linear system of Eq. 4.17, but rather
to the following equivalent system:
M−1Ap = M−1b (4.22)
The matrix M−1A should have a much smaller condition number and/or better clus-
tered eigenvalues than the original matrix itself. A matrix M with this property is
called preconditioner. Since using a preconditioner in an iterative method generates
some extra cost, both initially for the setup and per iteration for its application,
a trade-off can be found between these disadvantages and the gain in convergence
speed. The concept of convergence speed in this context is not referred to the num-
ber of iteration required to reduce the error norm below a certain value, but rather
to the time required by this process. It’s clear that a preconditioner won’t be at-
tractive if it allows the problem to be solved in a few iterations but it requires an
unreasonable amount of time to be constructed and applied. There are many possi-
ble types of preconditioners available, from very simple ones, like Jacobi or SSOR,
to more advanced ones, as incomplete factorizations, polynomial preconditioners or
preconditioners based on the properties of the differential equation to be solved.
In this work the incomplete LU factorization preconditioner was used. The in-
complete factorization is an approximation of the matrix A given by the product
M = LU of a lower and upper triangular matrix respectively; the factorization is de-
fined incomplete because in the construction of L and U the non-zero entries located
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in positions where the matrix A is zero are either ignored or considered only if certain
conditions are satisfied. In the first case, the factorization is called incomplete level-0
LU, or ILU(0). In the second case, elements outside of the non-zero pattern of A may
be accepted if they lie within a certain fill-in level and drop tolerance (see Saad, 2003);
this last type of factorization is called ILUT(k,δ). The ILUT(k,δ) is most of the time
more effective than ILU(0) but it requires more time to be computed depending on
which value of fill in and drop tolerance are selected.
Figure 4.9 shows a comparison of different solution methods in terms of iterations
ν required to drop the normalized residual below a certain tolerance. The different
solvers performance were compared on a 160× 1440 elements grid, corresponding to
about 140000 non zero entries in the matrix A. The film thickness and the resulting
pressure field for the test case are illustrated in Fig. 4.9 as well: the high pressure
region observed between point P1 and P2 is due to the combination of the diverging
clearance and the cylinder block’s circumferential velocity of 1000 rpm (clockwise).
The green line in Fig. 4.9 describes the Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) solver,
with an over-relaxation factor of 1.8. That was the solver that has been used in
all the previous works to integrate the Reynolds equation in the cylinder block /
valve plate interface (see Wieczorek and Ivantysynova, 2002; Huang and Ivantysynova,
2003; Jouini and Ivantysynova, 2008; Ivantysynova and Baker, 2009). The other
three dotted lines represent the performance of the BiCGstab solver with different
types of preconditioners. The SOR solver takes slightly more than 1000 iterations
to reach the normalized residual, while the BiCGstab is more effective even with a
poor Jacobi preconditioner, converging in less than 400 iterations. Furthermore, as
expected, using the ILUT(0) and ILUT(k,δ) preconditioners the BiCGstab performs
much better, reaching the normalized residual in 113 and 63 iterations respectively.
Focusing on computation time, Table 4.1 reports an overview for different grid
sizes. On the 1440×160 cells grid, the ratio between the number of iterations required
by ILUT-BiCGstab and SOR is slightly the same of the ratio between the computation
times (63/1022 ≈ 2203/36880 ≈ 0.06). In this case the iterations number reduction
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Fig. 4.9. Convergence behavior for different solution methods for a
grid of m× n = 160× 1440 elements (the non zero entries in A were
139924. The film thickness and the associated pressure field are also
represented.
corresponds to a similar reduction in CPU time. However, on coarser grids the gain in
time obtained by ILUT-BiCGstab solver is not as good as the gain in iterations. The
solver needs in fact less iterations to reach a converged solution due to the smaller
size of A and the advantage given by a better matrix preconditioning has a smaller
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Grid size Fluid elements
Computation time [ms]
SOR J-BiCGstab ILU(0)-BiCGstab ILUT-BiCGstab
90× 10 356 13 4 3 4
180× 20 2320 62 17 12 16
360× 40 8682 274 99 51 63
720× 80 35413 2390 756 339 347
1440× 160 139924 36880 5382 2404 2203
Table 4.1
Computation time in [ms] required by the solvers of Fig. 4.9 on dif-
ferent grid sizes. The processor was an Intel i7 870@2.93 GHz.
impact. For this reason the preconditioner that was chosen in this work is the ILU(0)
which overall has shown the best performance; the ILU(0)-BiCGStab has shown of
being (on average) at least five times faster than the SOR solver on the usual grid
size used for practical computation. The implementation of an alegbraic multigrid
method was investigated because it could probably be even faster than the ILU(0)-
BiCGStab solver. However, if the solution time of the linear system in Eq. 4.17
is further decreased, the calculation of the elastic deformations of the solid parts
(described in detail in chapter 6) become the actual bottleneck in the overall fluid
structure interaction solution loop.
4.2.2 Treatment of sub-ambient pressure regions
In some conditions the solution of the Reynolds equation can predict sub-ambient
pressure values, sometime even negative absolute pressure. This happens frequently
in the cylinder block / valve plate interface. This situation is physically unacceptable
because when the pressure in the lubricant drops below the saturation value, the
dissolved gases will be released and furthermore vapor cavitation will occur if the
pressure drops even further to the vapor pressure.
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Mineral oils contain between 8 ans 12% of dissolved air and the saturation pressure
can be assumed to be approximately equal (eventually slightly lower) to the ambient
pressure, as the lubricant is exposed to the ambient atmosphere for long periods of
time under normal operative conditions. When pressure reaches the saturation value
air starts to come out of the solution and this phenomenon will maintain the pressure
close to the the ambient level. In this work the Sommerfeld approach is used (see
Szeri, 2011; Hamrock et al., 2004) and any pressure value lower than the saturation
is forced to remain at that level. Practically the solution of the Reynolds equation
is carried out using two pressure fields. The first is allowed to became negative and
it is just used to monitor the convergence of the solution through the residual. On
the second pressure field a minimum pressure value equal to the saturation point is
enforced throughout the domain; this pressure field is used to calculate the forces
associated to the pressure field, the elastic deformations and the fluid properties.
4.3 Discretization of the Energy equation
The Energy equation is partial differential equation describing a convective-diffusive
process in three dimensions and it can be represented in compact form as follows:
∇ · (ρV T − Γ∇T ) = S (4.23)








The dissipation function Φd in Eq. 4.24 is expressed by Eq. 2.31; µ, cp and λ are
respectively the dynamic viscosity, heat capacity at constant pressure and thermal
conductivity of the fluid. By applying the divergence theorem, with the same consid-
erations of section 4.1.1, Eq. 4.23 becomes
8∑
i=1





Fig. 4.10. Three dimensional elements used to discretize the Energy equation.
The summation in Eq. 4.25 is over the 8 faces w, e, s, n, b, t of the three dimensional
element represented in Fig. 4.10. The convective and diffusive terms in Eq. 4.25 can
















































































In Eq. 4.26 the convection does not apply on the bottom and top boundary faces
(labeled with b and t) because, as indicated in Eq. A.5, there is no flow along the
clearance.
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The approximation of the diffusive terms is accomplished in the same way de-















































In the case of the convective terms, the problem is to assign a temperature value to
the cell faces when just the temperature at the cells centroid is known. The approach
used to approximate the gradient at the face (CDS) is second order accurate, but it
can be problematic if used to approximate the convective term, because it may lead
to conditions in which the Scarborough criterion (introduced in section 4.1.1) is not
satisfied, with a consequence possibility of divergence in the solution process.
An alternative scheme to the CDS is the Upwind Difference Scheme (UDS), which
is first order accurate, but ensures stability in the solution process (see Patankar,
1980). According to the UDS scheme, the value of temperature at the cell faces
depends upon the flow direction. The mass flow rates at the cell face is defined as in
Eq. 4.28.
Fw = (ρu)w (δrδzw) , Fe = (ρu)e (δrδze) ;
Fs = (ρv)s (rsδϑδzs) , Fn = (ρv)n (rnδϑδzn) .
(4.28)
With reference to Eq. 4.28, the temperature at the cell faces are defined as follows.
Tw =
 TW if uw > 0TP otherwise , Te =
 TP if ue > 0TE otherwise ;
Ts =
 TS if vs > 0TP otherwise , Tn =








Combining Eq. 4.28 and 4.29, Eq. 4.26 can be rewritten in the standard form.
aPTP = aWTW + aETE + aSTS + aNTN + aBTB + aBTB + b (4.30)
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+ max [Fw, 0] , aE =
λδrδze
rϑcp




+ max [Fs, 0] , aN =
λrnδϑδzn
δrcp
+ max [−Fn, 0] ;
aB =
λδϑ (r2n − r2s)
2δzcp
, aT =
λδϑ (r2n − r2s)
2δzcp
































In this case the source term does not need to be linearized; moreover it is interesting
to observe that aP contains also the extra mass flow rate (Fe − Fw + Fn − Fs). For
continuity-satisfying flow this extra term is zero, but if for some reason the continuity
is not satisfied the solution can became problematic or incorrect.
4.3.1 Boundary conditions
In order to solve the Energy equation, diffusive and convective boundary condi-
tions have to be applied. With reference to Fig. 4.11, specified temperatures are
applied to all the surfaces, whereas specified velocities are applied only on the lateral
surfaces. For what concerns diffusion, the effect of the applied temperature on lateral
boundaries is negligible respect the effect of the applied temperature on the top and
bottom ones, because the surfaces associated with the latter are two order of mag-
nitude bigger. An accurate estimation of the surface temperature of the solid parts
is therefore essential to ensure a reasonable solution of the Energy equation and this
is the reason why the fluid flow module is coupled with the heat transfer module in
Fig. 3.1
The lateral surfaces are instead very important for the convection, especially in
situations where the interface operates under high film thickness conditions, because
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Fig. 4.11. Lubricating film (scaled 1000 times in z direction) and
different surfaces where boundary conditions are required to solve the
Energy equation.
part of the heat that is generated in the clearance through viscous dissipation is
then carried off by the convective effect of the leakages. The convection effect at the
boundaries can be due to flow entering or leaving the clearance; the first case usually
occurs around the kidney openings of the cylinder block or the valve plate ports, the
second at the peripherals region of the sealing land, since that is the path followed
by the leakage flow.
In the case of an inflow boundary, a certain amount of oil enters in the cell with
a specified temperature. Figure 4.12(a) illustrates an example where oil flows from
the high pressure port into the cell P through the face w (with a velocity uw); since
the oil comes from the high pressure port its temperature is given. The high pressure
port temperature, as well as the low pressure port and case temperatures are usually
known from measurements.
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Fig. 4.12. Example of inflow and outflow boundaries in the solution
of the Energy equation.
In the case illustrated in Fig. 4.12(a) the set of coefficients in Eq. 4.31 is modified
as follows.
aW = 0, aE =
λδrδze
rϑcp




+ max [Fs, 0] , aN =
λrnδϑδzn
δrcp
+ max [−Fn, 0] ;
aB =
λδϑ (r2n − r2s)
2δzcp
, aT =































The source b is affected by the convective term |Fw|THP , which turns out to be always
positive (no matter the boundary face is w, e, s or n). As in the case of Eq. 4.16 the
ap term is affected by the diffusion and, in addition, the inflow boundary is responsible
of the missing Fw term in the extra mass flow rate (since the convection on the w
face appears as a known term into b).
An example of outflow boundary is represented in Fig. 4.12 as well, where oil
at temperature Tn is flowing from the cell P into the case region through the face
n (with a velocity vn). In this situation the temperature Tn can be defined as the
temperature TP at the cell centroid using the first order upwind scheme. However TP
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is unknown and therefore this type of boundary will not affect the source but just
aP . An extra term Fn would need to be added to aP but that is already in Eq. 4.31,





+ max [Fw, 0] , aE =
λδrδze
rϑcp




+ max [Fs, 0] , aN = 0;
aB =
λδϑ (r2n − r2s)
2δzcp
, aT =
λδϑ (r2n − r2s)
2δzcp
aP = aW + aE + aS +
2λrnδϑδzn
δrcp


























4.4 Solution of the energy equation
Combining the algebraic Eq. 4.14 for all the control volumes in the computational
domain a linear system of the form of Eq. 4.17 is obtained. The Energy equation does
not present any non-linearity and therefore a convergence loop like the one presented
in the case of the Reynolds equation is not necessary. Also in this case the ILU(0)-
BiCGstab solver described in section 4.2 was used used for the solution of the linear
system.
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5. THE HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEM
The heat transfer problem consists in the determination of the temperature field in
the solid parts surrounding the lubricating interface. The governing equation is the
steady state, conductive form of the Energy equation:
∇ · (λ∇T ) = 0 (5.1)
Equation 5.1 can be solved numerically with different methods, like finite volumes,
finite differences or finite elements. The solid bodies associated with the cylinder block
/ valve plate interface have complex shape and their discretization can be achieved
effectively only with unstructured grids, making more appealing methods like finite
volumes or finite elements. As already described in section 4.1 the finite volumes
method can deal with complex geometries but its formulation becomes more com-
plex in that case. On the other hand, the advantage of the finite volumes method’s
unstructured formulation is that the control volumes can be polyhedral of general
shape, with a variable number of neighbors: this gives to the grid generation remark-
able freedom and flexibility. The finite elements method formulation is intrinsically
unstructured but the implementation complexity depends on the type of elements
selected. If elements with moderately easy formulation are used, the finite elements
method becomes more attractive than the finite volumes method.
In this work the discretization of the solid parts is achieved through a commercial
software using tetrahedral elements, because the complex tridimensional shapes of
the solid parts can be modeled effectively with limited effort. Since the tetrahedron
is the only element that is used, the finite element formulation of the heat transfer
problem was preferred to the finite volumes counterpart, because besides being easier
to implement it also turned out being computationally faster. Furthermore, a sim-
ilar finite element formulation can be used to model the linear elastic deformation
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problem associated with the determination of the thermal deflections or the pressure
deformation, and the two problems can be solved through a unique thermo-elastic
finite element solver.
5.1 Boundary conditions
Solution of Eq. 5.1 requires a proper set of boundary conditions to be applied
on all the external surfaces Si of the solid part. Formally, three types of boundary
conditions can be applied:
Dirichlet condition: the surface temperature is fixed and it can be represented
either by a uniform value or by a non uniform temperature field
Neumann condition: an heat flux qi is directly applied to the boundary surface Si;
qi can be either represented either by a uniform or a non-uniform field.
Mixed condition: an heat flux qi is indirectly applied to the boundary surface Si
through the Newton’s law of cooling
qi = h (TSi − T∞) (5.2)
where h is the convection coefficient associated with the heat exchange on the
surface Si, TSi is the surface temperature and T∞ the temperature of the fluid
surrounding the surface.
In the case of the cylinder block / valve plate interface the Dirichlet condition is
never applied because all the surface temperatures are essentially unknown. Mixed
condition is always preferred because T∞ can be easily determined through measure-
ments and h can be estimated with acceptable level of accuracy through numerical
correlations or CFD analysis. Neumann conditions are applied whenever a precise
estimation of the heat flux applied to Si is available: this is the case of the sealing
surfaces defining the interface, because the heat fluxes are calculated from the knowl-
edge of the temperature field in the lubricant through the Fourier law, Eq. 2.33.
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5.1.1 Calculation of the heat fluxes towards the solid parts
The calculation of the heat fluxes towards the solid parts is fundamental to accu-
rately predict the lubricating interface performance. As already anticipated in chapter
3.1 the solid body temperature affects the thermal deflections and therefore the pre-
dicted geometry of the clearance; furthermore, the solid part’s surface temperature
is the most important boundary condition in the solution of the Energy equation in
the lubricant and its incorrect estimation will lead to a wrong prediction of the fluid
property (viscosity especially).
The heat flux from the lubricant to the solid parts is defined by the Fourier Eq.
2.33, which can be approximated as follows:






≈ −λ2 (Ts(r, ϑ)− Tf (r, ϑ))
δz(r, ϑ)
(5.3)
where λ is the thermal conductivity of the oil, Ts is the surface temperature and Tf
the fluid temperature at the fluid cell attached to the boundary surface; δz is the size
of the cell in z direction, the factor 2 comes from the fact that the distance between
the fluid element centroid (where the information of temperature is available) and
the surface is just half of the element size.
As indicated in Eq. 5.3, the heat flux is in general non uniform, being a function
of the angular and radial positions in the clearance; moreover the two grids used
to solve the fluid flow and the heat transfer problems are different, being the first a
structured grid of quad elements and the second an unstructured tetrahedral grid. To
solve the problem of transferring a given field from the centroids of the fluid grid to
the faces of the structure grid a “cells to cells” interpolation method was developed,
and is described in section 6.5.
5.1.2 Estimation of the convection coefficients
Mixed boundary conditions are widely used to model the thermal behavior of the
cylinder block / valve plate interface. However, Eq. 5.2 describes a very complicated
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phenomenon through a very simple formulation, addressing all the complication of the
problem to the determination of the convection coefficient h. Chen (2005) developed
a methodology to estimate the convection coefficient for the cylinder block’s external
surfaces based on empirical correlations, valid for simplified situations. In this work,
some of the results from Chen (2005) were used, but in order to improve the accuracy
and to extend the analysis to the valve plate and end case bodies a CFD based
methodology was introduced.
The heat transfer in the rotating kit of axial piston machines represent a conju-
gate heat transfer problem, where the solution should be extended to the fluid and
solid domains. Nevertheless, these type of analysis are complicated and acceptable
results can be achieved by solving just for the fluid domain, imposing either a fixed
temperature or a fixed heat flux boundary condition at the interface with the solid.
In the first case, by combining the Fourier’s law (Eq. 2.33) with the Newton’s law of
cooling (Eq. 5.2) the convection coefficient is defined as:
h = −λ (∇T )w · n
Tw − T∞
(5.4)
In Eq. 5.4, λ is the thermal conductivity of the oil, Tw the wall temperature, T∞ the
bulk temperature of the oil and n the vector normal to the surface defining the fluid
region. In the second case, since the heat flux qb is imposed, the Fourier’s law doesn’t





The determination of the convection coefficient will be different if a fixed temperature
or a fixed heat flux are applied. However, the results are not much different and a
possible approach is to take a value within the two extremes defined by these two
types of boundary conditions.
The domain considered in the study being presented is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The
displacement chambers, the valve plate port and the discharge canal are modeled, in
order to capture the full path followed by the oil during the displacement action of the
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Fig. 5.1. Fluid domain used to estimate the convection coefficient.
machine; an additional volume was added to the discharge canal to avoid recirculation
at the outlet.
Governing equations and solution scheme
The fluid flow in the domain illustrated in Fig. 5.1 needs to be modeled with the
full Navier-Stokes Eq. A.1 and in addition the effect of turbulence have to be consid-
ered. A possible approach to solve the problem is to consider the mean flow through
the Reynolds decomposition, where the flow is decomposed into time-averaged and
fluctuating quantities. The resulting Reynolds stress tensor is determined through a
turbulence model, thtough the so called turbulence viscosity hypothesis (see Versteeg
and Malalasekera, 2007); such model is known as RANS, which stands for Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes. Moreover, in order to determine the temperature in the fluid
flow, the energy equation 2.29 has to be linked with the solution process.
Therefore, the governing equations of the problem are
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• Full Navier-Stokes equation, Eq. A.1;
• Continuity equation, Eq. A.6;
• Transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate
ε (a good description of the k − ε model and the formulation of the model
equations can be found in Versteeg and Malalasekera 2007);
• Energy equation, Eq. 2.29.
The fluid flow was solved with an external open source software, OpenFOAM, from
the ESI Group. The SIMPLE (Semi Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations)
method developed by Patankar (1980) is already implemented in an incompressible,
steady state solver offered by OpenFOAM, which can also be linked with a variety
of RANS turbulence models through the turbulence viscosity. The SIMPLE solver in
the official release was modified in this work to account also for the thermal problem,
by adding the energy equation to in the solution process. A number of
The dynamic of the discharge process was not modeled for the same reasons
described in section 3.1 about the stationary character of the thermal problem.
Boundary conditions
In order to solve the problem, a proper set of boundary condition have to be
defined for each of the solution variable. The different boundary conditions defined
for the solution of the non-isothermal turbulent flow in the domain of Fig. 5.1 are
summarized below.
V : the velocity of the fluid at the inlet is assumed to be the same of the piston
velocity, described by Eq. 2.3 as a function of the angular position ϕ; on the
walls the non-slip condition is applied and the velocity gradient is specified to
be zero at the outlet.
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p : according to the velocity boundary, pressure is specified to have zero gradient at
the inlets and on the walls, whereas is imposed to a fixed value of 1 bar at the
outlet;
T : temperature is specified at the inlet, the walls are fixed to a uniform temperature
or uniform heat flux and the outlet is always set to zero heat flux condition.
k : as suggested by Versteeg and Malalasekera (2007) the turbulent kinetic energy is
assigned through the indication of the turbulence intensity Ti (a typical value






At the outlet the zero gradient conditions applies, whereas wall functions (see
Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007) are automatically applied by the solver to all
the walls.
ε : the rate of dissipation of the turbulence kinetic energy at the inlet is suggested







where Cµ is one of the five constant of the model and dK is the piston diameter.
Likewise for k, zero gradient conditions applies at the outlet and wall functions
are automatically applied by the solver to all the walls.
Example of calculated heat transfer coefficient
Figure 5.2 shows an example of calculated convection coefficient over the displace-
ment chamber surface of the cylinder block and also how the average value over the
surface changes with the outlet flow in the case of a pump of commercial production.
The calculations were made by assuming the maximum speed of the pistons, therefore
the actual values of the convection coefficient have has to be reduced of a factor of
2/π, which comes from the average of the pistons speed expressed through Eq. 2.3.
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Fig. 5.2. Example of calculated convection coefficient and variation
of the average value among the surface as a function of pump flow.
Another example is represented in Fig. 5.3 for the low and high pressure ports in
the end case. It is interesting to notice that due to the different geometry of the two
Fig. 5.3. Example of calculated convection coefficient for 130 l/min
pump flow and variation of average convection coefficient upon the
surface as a function of the pump flow.
ports in this example, the two values of the convection coefficient change significantly.
The high pressure port has smaller section and therefore higher fluid speed than the
low pressure port with a resulting more important heat exchange through convection.
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5.2 Typical settings of the thermal boundary conditions
The entire external surfaces of the cylinder block and valve plate & end case
assembly are split into a set of patches where a specific thermal boundary condition
is applied. Each patch should define a surface where a known heat flux is applied or
a surface where the convective heat exchange has more or less the same intensity.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the typical thermal boundary conditions applied to the cylin-
der block body. The sealing land surface is indicated with gap; a heat flux calculated
Fig. 5.4. Thermal boundary condition applied to the cylinder block body.
through Eq. 2.24 is applied (Neumann condition). In the presented example the
outer ring surface encloses a thicker region of fluid where hydrodynamic effects are
not present, the heat dissipation can be calculated by simplifying the expression of
the viscous dissipation function. Assuming Ror,in and Ror,out to be the inner and outer
radii of the outer bearing, and hor the fluid film thickness the heat flux associated


















In Eq. 5.8 the viscous dissipation is calculated as gradient of the circumferential ve-
locity determined by the dragging effect of the cylinder block; the power dissipated in
the fluid is assumed to head to the cylinder block and valve plate in the same amount.
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A similar approach is followed to calculate the heat flux over the case groove sur-
face. The heat fluxes applied to the bushings are calculated using a fluid structure
interaction and thermal model for the piston cylinder interface developed by Pelosi
(2012) and therefore a Neumann condition is applied.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the typical thermal boundary conditions applied to the valve
plate and end case assembly. Likewise the cylinder block, the same Neumann condi-
Fig. 5.5. Thermal boundary condition applied to the valve plate and
end case assembly.
tion is applied on the surface gap in contact with the fluid film and on the surface
outer bearing corresponding to the outer bearing. The two ports of low and high
pressures were split into a “main” and a “stationary” regions. The main part is
where the fluid flows through suction and delivery, whereas the stationary regions are
connected to closed ports and the fluid is not expected to exchange much heat there
since it doesn’t really move.
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In any region of the end case where the fluid is stationary, the heat exchanged is
calculated by assuming a low value of convection coefficient, typically 50 W/m2K; an
example in Fig. 5.5 is the surface labeled as case sationary which corresponds to
the inlet of the charge pump and an additional internal pocket. The outer part of
the end case in contact with the ambient was labeled as air, a value of 30 W/m2K
and a surrounding temperature of 25◦C were applied. Some of the outer surface of
the end case are also in contact with other metallic parts like the bottom surface of
the housing and the flange fittings on the low and high pressure ports; these surfaces
are likely to be at a temperature close to the fluid in the case. A Dirichlet condition
could be applied, but a mixed condition with high convection coefficient was preferred
because a little more flexible.
5.3 Finite element discretization of the heat transfer equation
The finite element discretization of the heat transfer equation is accomplished
with an approach based on the Galerkin weighted residual method of approximating
solutions to differential equations. Weighted residual methods are based on the defi-
nition of an assumed solution (trial function) which satisfies the boundary conditions
but does not solve exactly the partial differential equation inside its domain. In the
case of Eq. 5.1, indicating the assumed solution with T̃ , the error is defined as follows:





The trial function T̃ is defined through a certain number of arbitrary parameters
ai that are adjusted in order to minimize the integral of the error of the assumed
solution. More precisely, the weighted residual methods require the integral of the









dv = 0 (5.10)
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∇Wi · λ∇T̃ dv = 0 (5.11)






∇Wi · λ∇T̃ dv = 0 (5.12)
A convenient formulation of T̃ defines the arbitrary parameters ai to be represented
by the value of the dependent function at the nodes of the finite element. In this case
it can be shown (see Grandin, 1986) that the trial function is defined through the
product of the natural coordinate matrix N and the temperature nodal vector T i:
T̃ = NTT i (5.13)
The Galerkin method defines the weighting factors as the derivative of the trial func-
tion with respect to the coefficients ai. With the choice of the temperature nodal










∇NT · λ∇T̃ dv = 0 (5.15)
The first member in Eq. 5.15 represent the integral of the heat flux q on the element’s
face; moreover the second member can be rewritten using the definition of the trial
function 5.13∫
δA
NTq · nda− λ
∫
δV






BTCBdv T i = 0 (5.16)
In Eq. 5.16 the temperature-gradient interpolation matrix B = ∇N and the con-
stitutive matrix C have been introduced; for the thermal problem, assuming the
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material isotropic, the constitutive matrix is a diagonal matrix having the thermal



















NT (T − T∞) da for Mixed bounday
(5.18)
The Mixed boundary can be further expanded by expressing T through the nodal




NT (T − T∞) da = h
∫
δA




Combining Eq. 5.16, 5.18 and 5.19 the standard finite elements formulation of the
problem is obtained:
kTT i = qcv + qb (5.20)
The thermal stiffness matrix kT is defined mainly by the conductive matrix kcd but,
if at least one face of the element has a convective boundary, the convective matrix
kcv needs to be included as well:


















The explicit definition of Eq. 5.20 depends on the type of element that is used to
discretize the continuum.
Extending the analysis to all the elements discretizing the continuum, a linear
problem similar to Eq. 5.20 is obtained:
KTT i = Qcv +Qb (5.24)
where KT is the global thermal stiffness matrix and Qcv and Qb are the total con-
vection and applied heat boundary force vectors resulting from all the boundary
surfaces. The global thermal stiffness matrix is a square, sparse, symmetric matrix
and its size is equal to the total number of nodes used to discretize the continuum
because each node has just one degree of freedom, the nodal temperature. This makes
the assembling process straightforward, because the global numbering of each node
corresponds to the position in the stiffness matrix. Details about the global stiffness
matrix assembly can be found in Grandin (1986).
5.4 The linear tetrahedron
The tetrahedron element is the easiest tridimensional element to construct math-
ematically. In terms of accuracy however the tetrahedron is not the best choice be-
cause, as it will be shown shortly, the approximate solution is forced to vary linearly
throughout the element. On the other hand, besides the straightforward mathemat-
ical formulation, the tetrahedron allows the finite element problem to be defined
quickly and with a limited amount of memory. Moreover, if required, the solution
accuracy associated with higher order elements can be approached with finer tetra-
hedral meshes. These arguments, combined with the ability to mesh virtually any
kind of geometry, made the tetrahedron the element chose for all the FEM analysis
carried out in this work.
Figure 5.6 represent a tetrahedron with its local node numbering and the definition
of the natural coordinates. A point P in the tetrahedron is identifies by the four
natural coordinates L1, L2, L3 and L4. As illustrated in Fig. 5.6 in the case of L1,
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Fig. 5.6. Tetrahedron element, local numbering and definition of the
natural coordinate
each coordinated is determined by the ratio between the volume δVi of the tetrahedron





However, only three of the four natural coordinates are linearly independent and
in fact the sum of the four sub-tetrahedra has to be equal to the total tetrahedron
volume:
L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 = 1 (5.26)
The tetrahedron is defined as an isoparametric element because the natural coordi-
nates are the interpolation coefficients to express the temperature T at any given
point P inside the tetrahedron as a function of the nodal values:
T (P ) = L1T1 + L2T2 + L3T3 + (1− L1 − L2 − L3)T4 =
= L1(T1 − T4) + L2(T2 − T4) + L3(T3 − T4) + T4 (5.27)
and the global coordinates of a given point as a function of the nodal position:
x = L1(x1 − x4) + L2(x2 − x4) + L3(x1 − x4) + x4
y = L1(y1 − y4) + L2(y2 − y4) + L3(y1 − y4) + y4
z = L1(z1 − z4) + L2(z2 − z4) + L3(z1 − z4) + z4
(5.28)
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From Eq. 5.27 it can be noticed that the variation of temperature in the element
is linear and therefore the temperature gradient will be constant throughout the
element.
5.4.1 The temperature-gradient interpolation matrix
The temperature-gradient interpolation matrix expresses the temperature gradi-
ent in the element as a function of the nodal temperatures. The derivative of the





















































Using the interpolation functions in Eq. 5.28, Eq. 5.29 can be rewritten in matrix









x1 − x4 x2 − x4 x3 − x4
y1 − y4 y2 − y4 y3 − y4










The temperature gradient with respect the global coordinate system (x, y, z) is derived























The coefficients b(i,j) are defined as follows:
b(1,1) = (y2 − y4)(z3 − z4)− (y3 − y4)(z2 − z4)
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b(1,2) = (y3 − y4)(z1 − z4)− (y1 − y4)(z3 − z4)
b(1,3) = (y1 − y4)(z2 − z4)− (y2 − y4)(z1 − z4)
b(2,1) = (x3 − x4)(z2 − z4)− (x2 − x4)(z3 − z4)
b(2,2) = (x1 − x4)(z3 − z4)− (x3 − x4)(z1 − z4) (5.32)
b(2,3) = (x2 − x4)(z1 − z4)− (x1 − x4)(z2 − z4)
b(3,1) = (x2 − x4)(y3 − y4)− (x3 − x4)(y2 − y4)
b(3,2) = (x3 − x4)(y1 − y4)− (x1 − x4)(y3 − y4)
b(3,3) = (x1 − x4)(y2 − y4)− (x2 − x4)(y1 − y4)
The Jacobian determinant in Eq. 5.31 is equal to one sixth of the tetrahedron volume
and it is defined as in Eq. 5.33.




In order to have a 3 × 4 matrix for B, the matrix in Eq. 5.31 is multiplied by the










1 0 0 −1
0 1 0 −1






b(1,1) b(1,2) b(1,3) −(b(1,1) + b(1,2) + b(1,3))
b(2,1) b(2,2) b(2,3) −(b(2,1) + b(2,2) + b(2,3))
b(3,1) b(3,2) b(3,3) −(b(3,1) + b(3,2) + b(3,3))
 (5.34)
The definition of the B matrix in Eq. 5.34 confirms that the temperature gradient is
constant through the element.
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5.4.2 Surface integrals
The calculation of surface integrals involving the product of natural coordinates







3 da = 2δA
α! β! γ!
(α + β + γ + 2)!
(5.35)































Since the integrals in Eq. 5.36 and 5.37 are calculated over one element face, the
associated natural coordinate is zero. If the Face 1 in Fig. 5.6 is considered, by







































0 0 0 0












0 0 0 0
0 1 1/2 1/2
0 1/2 1 1/2
0 1/2 1/2 1

(5.39)
Analogous results are found for the other three faces of the element.
5.5 Finite element formulation of the thermal problem with the tetrahe-
dron element
Thanks to the results presented in the previous sections the finite element for-
mulation of the thermal problem in Eq. 5.20 can be formalized for the tetrahedron
element.
Since the temperature-gradient interpolation matrix is constant (see Eq. 5.34), the








If the element has one or more faces associated with a convective boundary, the
corresponding convective matrix kcv can be calculated as in Eq. 5.39. For instance,









0 0 0 0
0 1 1/2 1/2
0 1/2 1 1/2
0 1/2 1/2 1

(5.41)
Otherwise, with only conduction kT reduces to Eq. 5.40.
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Also the calculation of the convection and applied heat boundary “force” vectors
is particularly straightforward with the tetrahedron element. Assuming Face 1 to be




























Expression similar to Eq. 5.41 and 5.43 can be easily derived for the other element
faces.
5.6 Solution scheme
The thermal analysis of the solid parts is carried out at the end of each revolution.
The heat fluxes associated with the viscous dissipation in the fluid flow are therefore











In Eq. 5.44 is the total number of time steps and T is the time for one revolution; δti
is the simulation time step, which can be constant or variable. Once the surface tem-
perature of the solid bodies is available, the surface temperature field is interpolated
from the structure to the fluid grid, in order to be applied as more precise boundary
condition during the solution of the Energy equation.
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The linear system of Eq. 5.24 is solved through the Conjugate Gradient method
with ILDLT(0) preconditioner, since the global thermal stiffness matrix is symmetric
and positive definite. Thanks to the finite elements formulation the thermal problem
is linear and just a certain number of inner iterations of the Conjugate Gradient solver
are required to obtained the temperature field in the solid parts.
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6. CALCULATION OF THE ELASTIC DEFORMATION
OF THE SOLID PARTS
In this chapter the methodology used to calculate the elastic deformation of the
solid parts due to pressure and temperature loads are described. In the first two
sections the finite element formulation for the solution of the linear elastic problem
is introduced. Considerations about the constraints applied to the solid parts are
presented in section 6.3. The influence method used for the fast computation of the
solid bodies deformations in then described and the chapter ends with considerations
about the correction of the film thickness with the deformation of the solid parts due
to pressure and temperature loads.
6.1 Linear elastic deformation analysis and solution
The methodology used in this work to determine the deformation of the solid parts
is based on the principle of the minimum potential energy. The principle of minimum
potential energy states that among all the possible geometrical configurations that
a body can assume, the true one, corresponding to the satisfaction of the stable
equilibrium, is identified by a minimum value for the total potential energy.
A mathematical justification of the principle of minimum potential energy can be
introduced through the principle of the virtual work. In particular, it can be shown
that the total potential energy represents the functional for equilibrium elasticity
problems (see Wang, 1953). The total potential energy Π is the sum of the strain
energy U and the applied load potential energy V , as indicated in Eq. 6.1.
Π = U + V (6.1)
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When the variational form of a problem exist (i.e. the functional is defined) the
problem can be approximately solved by defining a solution function ũ that minimizes
the functional. The definition of ũ involves selecting a function that satisfies the
boundary conditions and contains arbitrary constants, which are successively defined
through the minimization process.
Under a general three dimensional stress state, the strain energy associated with







where ε is the strain and σ the stress in the element. With points in a continuum
having displacement components u with components u, v and w in the x, y and z
directions respectively, the matrix form of the linear strain-displacement relationships
is expressed by Eq.6.3.










































In Eq. 6.3, ε represents the total strain vector, εF is the elastic strain due to the
applied loads and εT is the temperature induced strain. The temperature induced
strains are associated with the expansion or contraction observed in a solid body
when it undergoes a temperature change ∆T with respect to a reference temperature
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T0; the temperature induced strain can be expressed though the coefficient of linear




















The stress in the continuum is defined in therm of the elastic strain εF through the
constitutive matrix C:
σ = CεF = C (ε− εT ) (6.5)
In the case of an elasticity problem, the constitutive matrix for an isotropic material





1− ν ν ν 0 0 0
ν 1− ν ν 0 0 0
ν ν 1− ν 0 0 0
0 0 0 1−2ν
2
0 0
0 0 0 0 1−2ν
2
0




where E is the elastic modulus and ν the Poisson’s ratio of the material. Likewise in
the case of the thermal problem, a strain-displacement B matrix can be defined also
for the elastic problem, which expresses the strain in the element as a function of the
nodal displacement:
ε = Bui (6.7)
With the definition in Eq. 6.7 the total strain energy associated with an element of






(Bui − εT )T C (Bui − εT ) dv (6.8)
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It should be noticed that in Eq. 6.8 just the elastic strain has been included, because
the potential energy associated with the thermal strain is just a constant, determined
by the temperature field of the body. In order to complete the definition of the
potential energy, the nodal force potential energy V has to be determined. Since in
this work are considered only forces which magnitude that is not a function of the
force displacement, the associated potential energy is simply the scalar product of
the nodal force f i and the displacement vector ui:
1
V = −uTf i (6.9)







(Bui − εT )T C (Bui − εT ) dv − uTi f (6.10)
Equation 6.10 represents the functional that has to be minimized in order to define
the approximated solution function. The functional is minimized as a function of the
approximate solution’s parameters, i.e. the nodal displacement: by differentiating Eq.
6.10 with respect ui, and setting the resulting equations equal to zero, the matrix





BTCεT dv + f i (6.11)
The integral on the left hand side represents the element stiffness matrix k and the
integral on the right hand side the loads associated with the temperature-induced
strain, thus Eq. 6.11 can be rewritten in the compact form as follows:
kui = fT + f i (6.12)
Equation 6.12 represents the working force deflection equation for the element and
is the base of the finite element method implemented. The when the analysis is
1a minus sign is required because the potential is the the negative of the work done by the force
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extended to all the elements used to discretized the continuum, Eq. 6.12 has to be
extended for the whole system
Kui = F T + F i (6.13)
In Eq. 6.13, the sparse matrix K is the global stiffness matrix (also in this case K is
symmetric and positive definite) and F T and F i are the total loads on the structure,
determined by the applied nodal loads and by the temperature-induced strains.
Each node has three degrees of freedom because the displacement u has three
components u, v and w; the size of the stiffness matrix is hence three times the
number of nodes. However, when a so called essential boundary condition is specified
(meaning that the displacement of one or more nodes is constrained to a certain value)
the size of the stiffness matrix decreases because the lines and columns associated with
the constrained degrees of freedom are eliminated; it can be concluded that the size of
the linear system 6.13 will always be less or at most equal to three times the number
of nodes. For these reasons the assembly process involved in the definition of the
global stiffness matrix K is more complicated than the case of the thermal stiffness
matrix; additional details can be found in Grandin (1986).
6.2 Finite element formulation of the linear elastic problem with the
tetrahedron element
As for the heat transfer problem, the tetrahedron makes the formulation of Eq.
6.13 straightforward. The strain-displacement matrix can be derived with a procedure






b1 0 0 b2 0 0 b3 0 0 b4 0 0
0 b(2,2) 0 0 b(2,5) 0 0 b(2,8) 0 0 b(2,11) 0
0 0 b(3,3) 0 0 b(3,6) 0 0 b(3,9) 0 0 b(3,12)
b(4,1) b(4,2) 0 b(4,4) b(4,5) 0 b(4,7) b(4,8) 0 b(4,10) b(4,11) 0
0 b(5,2) b(5,3) 0 b(5,5) b(5,6) 0 b(5,8) b(5,9) 0 b(5,11) b(5,12)




The value of the entries populating the strain-displacement matrix are defined as
follows:
b(1,1) = b(4,2) = b(6,3) = (y2 − y4)(z3 − z4)− (y3 − y4)(z2 − z4)
b(1,4) = b(4,5) = b(6,6) = (y3 − y4)(z1 − z4)− (y1 − y4)(z3 − z4)
b(1,7) = b(4,8) = b(6,9) = (y1 − y4)(z2 − z4)− (y2 − y4)(z1 − z4)
b(1,10) = b(4,11) = b(6,12) = −
(
b(1,1) + b(1,4) + b(1,7)
)
b(2,2) = b(4,1) = b(5,3) = (x3 − x4)(z2 − z4)− (x2 − x4)(z3 − z4)
b(2,5) = b(4,4) = b(5,6) = (x1 − x4)(z3 − z4)− (x3 − x4)(z1 − z4) (6.15)
b(2,8) = b(4,7) = b(5,9) = (x2 − x4)(z1 − z4)− (x1 − x4)(z2 − z4)
b(2,11) = b(4,10) = b(5,12) = −
(
b(2,2) + b(2,5) + b(2,8)
)
b(3,3) = b(5,2) = b(6,1) = (x2 − x4)(y3 − y4)− (x3 − x4)(y2 − y4)
b(3,6) = b(5,5) = b(6,4) = (x3 − x4)(y1 − y4)− (x1 − x4)(y3 − y4)
b(3,9) = b(5,8) = b(6,7) = (x1 − x4)(y2 − y4)− (x2 − x4)(y1 − y4)
b(3,12) = b(5,11) = b(6,10) = −
(
b(3,3) + b(3,6) + b(3,9)
)
The tetrahedron has linear shape functions and the strain is constant throughout the
element, as confirmed by Eq. 6.15; the integration required to obtain the element








The same consideration applies for the thermal load: the integral on the right hand















BTCεT + f i (6.18)
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Equations like 6.18 are defined for all the tetrahedra discretizing the continuum and
assemble together to define the sparse linear system of Eq. 6.13.
6.3 Boundary conditions
For this type of problem the boundary conditions in represent a mechanical con-
straint which prevent any rigid body motion that would be determined by the external
load condition. There is actually an important difference between a thermal and a
pressure deformation analysis in this regard.
6.3.1 Deformation due to temperature loads
In this case the thermal load contributes just to an expansion of the solid part
and the net load imbalance is zero, therefore there is no physical need to apply any
constraint in order to solve the problem. However a “virtual” boundary condition
is beneficial in order to make the linear system of Eq. 6.13 solvable in a numerical
meaning. When just thermal loads are applied to the solid part, Eq. 6.13 becomes
Kui = F T (6.19)
The condition that has to be enforced is that the overall displacement has to be zero,
as indicated in Eq. 6.20. 
u1 + u2 + . . .+ un = 0
v1 + v2 + . . .+ vn = 0
w1 + w2 + . . .+ wn = 0
(6.20)
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The displacement (λx, λy, λz) can be thought as the displacement of the center of
gravity of the solid body. If the problem is well posed (i.e. there is no load imbalance)
it will result in a null vector after the solution of the linear system. Actually in order
to have the new entries of the same order of magnitude of the others in the stiffness
matrix (and thereby prevent numerical problems), the average value of K is used
instead of 1 in the two blocks on the bottom left and top right. This method has
been presented in Gockel (1999) and utilized also by Schenk (2013) for solving the
same problem in the slipper swash plate interface.
6.3.2 Deformation due to pressure loads
In the case of pressure deformation analysis a load imbalance will most likely be
present. A physical constraint, or essential boundary conditions, shall be specify to
make the stiffness matrix non singular and allow the linear system of Eq. 6.13 to be
solved. The drawback in this mathematical requirement is that the solid body has
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always to be constrained to obtain a solution, but the rotating kit of axial piston ma-
chines is design with many parts that are just partially constrained or not constrained
at all, because they have to be free of adjusting their position in order to balance the
applied external loads through the pressure field in the lubricating interfaces. For this
reason previous researchers, like for example Pelosi (2012) introduced a “constraint
free” methodology based on the application of an inertial field able to eliminate the
load imbalance on the structure. This method can be effective and may replicate in
a reasonable way the actual behavior of some of the parts in the rotating kit, like for
example the pistons but it can also lead to unreasonable results in some situations.
For the valve plate and cylinder block mechanical constraints are more recommended.
The valve plate it is usually mechanically fixed to the end case; there are many
different design though and in some situations the problem may become more com-
plicated. For example, there are designs where the valve plate is a thin plate of a few
mm thickness2 or other situation where the valve plate does not have any mechanical
constrains but is just placed on the end case or, the worst case, a combination of the
two. In such situations the end case has to be introduced in the analysis, because
its deformation has a major impact on the deformation of the sealing surface of the
valve plate. Furthermore, when the valve plate is not mechanically constrained to the
end case a contact problem between the two bodies should to be solved; additional
details in this case are discussed in Sec. 6.7.
The cylinder block is mounted on the shaft through a spline joint and the part is
allowed to move in axial direction and also it has some freedom of rotation (ideally
with respect to the the point O of Fig. 2.5) in the x and y directions. When the
machine operates the external loads on the cylinder block described in section 2.2 are
balanced by the pressure field acting o the sealing surface. The spline joint doesn’t
play any role in this regard because it just transfers torque in the axial direction. For
2this is usually done to make the valve plate easily interchangeable so that valve plates optimized
for different applications can be used on the same type of unit without major changes in the overall
design.
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this reason, constraining the block on the splined surface, should have a negligible
impact on the deformation of the sealing surface.
6.4 Influence method for pressure deformation
The elastic deformation of the solid parts due to pressure loads has to be recal-
culated every time that the pressure changes and this happen continuously in time,
because the pressure field has to meet the oscillating loads represented in Fig. 2.21.
The computation time required for the solution of the Reynolds equation is of the
order of magnitude of tenth of second, whereas the elastic deformation analysis takes
a few minutes to be completed, making the overall simulation time unacceptable; in
order to solve this problem an off-line approach was introduced.
In the case of the cylinder block valve plate interface the pressure loads that
have to be considered are represented in Fig. 6.1. Both the cylinder block and
Fig. 6.1. Pressure loads on cylinder block, valve plate and end case bodies.
valve plate bodies are loaded with the non uniform pressure field in the lubricant,
calculated through the Reynolds equation. The cylinder block is also loaded with
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uniform pressure fields on the displacement chambers and low and high pressure
ports surfaces, as indicated in Fig. 6.1.
The off-line calculation method is based on the superimposition principle and
characterizes the deformation of the solid parts for an arbitrary load condition through
the definition of a certain number of influence matrices. An influence matrix, IM,
represents the deformation of the solid part associated with a reference pressure load
applied on a certain area; in other words, the influence matrix represents the influence
that a reference load applied on an certain area has on the overall body deformation.
In the case of a uniform pressure load, just one influence matrix is required to
characterize the deformation of the solid part; the area of influence will be the total
area where the pressure load is applied. The actual deformation can be obtained just





Where p is the actual pressure load and pref the reference pressure used to determine
the influence matrix IM. Eq. 6.22 is valid because the deformation are abundantly
in the elastic region of the stress-strain characteristic of the materials. Eq. 6.22 can
be used to calculate the deformation of the parts due to pressure in the displacement
chambers, valve plate and end case ports and area of action of the spring.
To model the non uniform pressure load on the surfaces bounding the lubricating
interface, the approach is to think about the non uniform pressure field as it was
composed of a very large number of uniform pressure regions, characterized by an
ideally infinitesimal area. By applying the superimposition principle, the total defor-
mation associated with the non uniform pressure field is obtained by summing the







In Eq. 6.23, u is the overall displacement of the solid body associated with the non
uniform pressure field; the summation goes throughout the n small elements used to
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discretize the loaded surface, pi is the pressure on the influence area i and pref is the
reference pressure used to calculate the influence matrix IMi; a reference value of
100 bar was chosen. Practically speaking, after meshing the two solid bodies with
tetrahedral elements, the triangular faces belonging to gap’s bounding surfaces are
loaded in sequence to define the two sets of influence matrices; to ensure a reasonable
level of accuracy, a number of matrices between 5000 and 10000 is usually generated
for each set. Furthermore, the modification on the film thickness due to the deforma-
tion of the solid parts can be operated just by knowing how the surfaces defining the
interface deform in axial direction; thus, the influence matrices used in the simulation
model store just that information, saving space and computation time.
Figure 2.5 depicts two examples of influence matrices relative to the cylinder block
body. In Fig. 6.2(a) is represented the influence matrix relative to one of the faces
Fig. 6.2. Example of influence matrices (a) for one of the faces used
to discretize the cylinder block’s surface bounding the lubricating in-
terface and (b) for one of the displacement chamber.
used to discretize the cylinder block’s surface in contact with the oil; the scaling factor
is 106:1 because the deformation in the matrix is very small, being associated with
a pressure of 100 bar applied on a very small area. Fig.6.2(b) depicts the influence
matrix relative to one of the displacement chamber, loaded with the same reference
pressure of 100 bar; the scaling factor is 104:1 in this case. The deformation of
the surface is mainly localized around the kidney opening and is negative because
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the cylinder block is pushed towards the valve plate by the displacement chamber
pressure. Moreover it can be noticed from the positive value of deformation far away
from the kidney opening, that the cylinder block also inclines downward; this is due
to a cantilever effect related to the constrain condition at the spline surface. However
when the actual system of pressure load is considered, this effect will be compensated
by the pressure field acting on the opposite direction from the gap side.
6.5 Interpolation between fluid and structure grids
The coupling between fluid flow and elastic deformation of the solid parts is prob-
lematic for two reasons. First, the fluid flow is solved on a structure grid made up
with quads and the elastic deformation of the parts is calculated on an unstructured
grid of tetrahedra, where the interface between fluid and structure is defined through
an unstructured grid of triangles; obviously the two grids don’t match. Second, the
fluid flow is solved through the finite volumes method and the elastic deformation is
calculated with the finite elements method; this means that the pressure is known
at the center of the fluid elements centroid and the deformation at the nodes of the
triangles defining the surface of the structure. Moreover, in order to correct the film
thickness used to solve the Reynolds equation the deformation has to be available at
the centroids of the fluid cells.
The two problems described were solved through two different interpolation meth-
ods, following the steps below:
1. the pressure field is interpolated from the fluid elements centroid to the triangu-
lar faces defining the interface with the fluid on the structure, through a “cells
to cells” interpolation;
2. the elastic deformation of the solid part is calculated;
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3. the nodes displacement of the structure’s surface defining the interface with the
fluid are interpolated to the centroids of the fluid grid through a “nodes to cells
interpolation”
The two interpolation schemes are illustrated in Fig. 6.4. With the “cells to cells”
scheme, the value of the interpolated field at every triangular face, Φi, is calculated
as a weighted average of the field value, φi, at the centroid of the intersected fluid







With the “nodes to cells” interpolation the value of the interpolated field at every
fluid element centroid Φi is calculated using a linear interpolation of the nodal values
φi of the triangle containing the centroid:
Φi = Axi +Byi + C (6.25)
Where xi and yi are the coordinates of the fluid element centroid; the interpolation
coefficients are calculated by solving the linear system in Eq. 6.26
Ax0 +By0 + C = φ0
Ax1 +By1 + C = φ1
Ax2 +By2 + C = φ2
(6.26)
The interpolation coefficients in Eq. 6.24 and 6.26 are calculated just once in the
pre-processing phase and are then stored for a fast computation every time that the
interpolation is required.
6.6 Correction of the film thickness geometry with the elastic deforma-
tions
The lubricating film geometry is corrected with the elastic deformations of the
solid parts through the two terms δhCB(r, ϑ) and δhV P (r, ϑ) in Eq. 2.25; the two
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Fig. 6.3. Interpolations required to transfer pressure and elastic de-
formation fields from fluid to structure and vice versa.
Fig. 6.4. “Cells to cells” and “nodes to cells” interpolation schemes.
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corrections are defined by the sum of the elastic deformations due to pressure and
thermal deflections:  δhCB(r, ϑ) = δh
p
CB(r, ϑ) + δh
th
CB(r, ϑ)
δhV P (r, ϑ) = δh
p
V P (r, ϑ) + δh
th
V P (r, ϑ)
(6.27)
The corrections to the film thickness due to the pressure deformations of the two solid




























In Eq. 6.28, n is the number of faces used to discretize the bodies surface in contact
with the lubricant, z is the number of pistons in the machine and the subscripts DC,
LP , HP , S indicates respectively the displacement chamber, low pressure port, high
pressure port and spring. The computation of Eq. 6.28 was parallelized through the
OpenMP API, in order to minimize the solution time. On multi-core processors the
time required to calculate Eq. 6.28 can be reduced to a few tens of milliseconds,
making it of the same order of magnitude of the time required to solve the linear
system in Eq. 4.17 during the fluid structure interaction convergence loop.
The thermal deflections are calculated just at the end of each revolution, when
also the temperature fields in the solid parts are estimated; these deformations are
typically of the order of magnitude of tens of microns. If the lubricating film is
corrected directly with the thermal deformation of the two bounding surfaces the
simulation will most likely fail, due to the penetration of the cylinder block surface
into the valve plate surface. This problem was solved realizing that are not the overall
bodies deflections that affect the lubricating film behavior, but just the relative change
of the surfaces in contact with the lubricant. Indicating with wthCB and w
th
V P the
overall axial thermal deformations of the cylinder block and valve plate surfaces in
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contact with the lubricant, the relative thermal deformations used to correct the film
thickness are defined as follows: δhthCB(r, ϑ) =
∣∣min{wthCB}−wthCB∣∣
δhthV P (r, ϑ) = −
∣∣max{wthV P}−wthV P ∣∣ (6.29)
Figure 6.5 illustrates the temperature field in the cylinder block and valve plate for a
Fig. 6.5. Example of temperature field in the cylinder block and valve;
the solid parts are warped with the thermal deflections with a scale of
1000:1. The relative deformations of the two surfaces in contact with
the lubricant are shown on the right.
75 cc unit, at 1000 rpm and 300 bar differential pressure; the two bodies are warped
using the associated thermal deflection, scaled 1000:1. The relative changes to the two
surfaces in contact with the lubricant, δhthCB(r, ϑ) and δh
th
V P (r, ϑ), are shown on the
right. It can be notice that, thanks to the definitions 6.29, the thermal deformations
are ensured to be always positive for the cylinder block and negative for the valve
plate; in this way any problem of possible penetration during the correction is solved.
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6.7 Additional consideration about the calculation of the elastic defor-
mation of the valve plate and end case assembly
The approach described in this chapter is based on the assumption that the elastic
deformation of the solid parts is linear. Even though the magnitude of the elastic
deformations associated with pressure and thermal loads are certainly in the elastic
region of the stress-strain curve, in some cases the behavior of the valve plate and
end case assembly can become non linear due to solid contact conditions. Figure 6.7
illustrates an example of design where a non-linear contact problem arises. Actually
this design is fairly common in axial piston units of commercial production and it is
worth to discuss its analysis in this section.
Fig. 6.6. Thermal deflection of the valve plate and end case assembly.
The valve plate is a few mm thick steel plate coated with a thin bronze layer; the
end case is instead made of cast iron. There is no mechanical connection between
valve plate and end case except a little pin on the outer region of the valve plate. The
pin prevents the valve plate from rotating around the z axis but it allows a translation
in z direction, which might eventually lead the valve plate to slightly detach from the
end case.
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The solid contact between the valve plate and the end case is a problem that
theoretically can not be modeled rigorously with the approach developed in this
work. The linear elastic theory described in Sec. 6.1 is not able to handle solid
contact problems; moreover even if a more sophisticated non-liner approach were to
be developed, the influence method described in section 6.4 could not be applied
because it is based on the superimposition principle, which rely on the hypothesis
of linear behavior of the structure. Furthermore, the valve plate is bi-metal and its
thermal behavior is different from the end case. More precisely, the thermal deflection
of the bi-metal valve plate is greater than the thermal deflection of the end case and
since there is no physical constrain between the two solids, a gap in between may be
generated. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 6.7: the contour represents a reasonable
temperature field in the bi-metal valve plate and end case during operation (calculated
through the simulation model) and the two bodies are warped with the associated
thermal deflection, with a scale of 1000:1.
Fig. 6.7. The contour represents a reasonable temperature field in the
bi-metal valve plate and end case during operation. The two bodies
are warped with the associated thermal deflection, with a scale of
1000:1. A gap of 50 µm is present when the valve plate is not loaded
with any pressure.
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Without any applied pressure, a gap of about 50 µm develops between the two
solid parts because the valve plate deforms into a convex shape and detaches from
the end case. When pressure starts to rise in the unit, the pressure field in the fluid
film pushes the valve plate down from the top; however, on the other hand oil starts
to leak from the high pressure port of the end case through the gap beneath the valve
plate. The pressure field determined by the leakage is purely hydrostatic whereas
the pressrue field in the fluid film on the top of the valve plate is a combination of
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic components. In order to prevent the valve plate from
popping out, the area where the hydrostatic pressure field is generated beneath it has
been design such that the pushing force from the bottom will always be smaller than
the pressing force on the top, associated with the pressure field in the lubricating
interface.
The question is how the valve plate deforms when pressure is applied. In the config-
uration illustrated in Fig. 6.7 the valve plate is quite compliant and it is reasonable
to expect that even low pressures are able to flatten it back on the end case body. It
is not easy to determine the minimum pressure to achieve that result though, con-
sidering that there is a pushing force from the bottom deriving from the hydrostatic
pressure field at the interface with the end case. The next section describes in details
how the described problems can be addressed.
6.7.1 Solid contact problem between valve plate and end case
The solid contact problem between valve plate and end case has been studied
through a commercial finite element software. Figure 6.8 depicts the pressure loads
applied on the assembly. The two ports in the end case were loaded with uniform
pressure fields equal to the low and high pressure levels. The pressure on the top of
the valve plate was obtained by averaging the pressure field that balanced the external
loads on the cylinder block over one shaft revolution. The pressure on the bottom
of the valve plate was calculated by solving the Laplace equation ∇2p = 0 on the
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Fig. 6.8. Pressure loads on the valve plate and end case assembly
considering the thermal deflection of the parts.
interface between valve plate and end case. The valve plate was fixed on the x and y
directions on the nodes touching the pin on the outer surface but it was free to move
anywhere else; a sliding contact interface was defined on the area shared by valve
plate and end case. The end case instead was fixed in all directions on the bottom
surface.
More problematic is the situation when thermal loads are also included. As de-
scribed in Sec. 6.3.1, if only thermal loads are considered there will be no load
imbalance and no need to apply any essential boundary condition. When thermal
loads are combined with pressure loads though, a physical constrain must be applied
to solve the problem. However, the physical constrain necessary for the loads deriving
from pressure will have a negative impact on the calculation of the thermal deflection
because it will force the part to deflect in an unnatural way. The problem has been
solved by calculating the thermal deflection before any pressure deformation analysis;
after being calculated, the thermal deformation has been used to modify the nodes
position in the mesh. Since the contact algorithm available in the commercial FEM
software is formulated through a penalty method based on the penetration of the
nodes of a “slave” body into a “master” body the idea of embedding the effect of the
thermal deflection directly in the mesh used to calculate the pressure deformation can
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actually work quite well. Figure 6.9 shows the detail of the mesh warped with the
thermal deflection; it can be noticed how the valve plate detaches on its inner radius
whereas it touches the end case on the outer region.
Fig. 6.9. Representation of the mesh of the valve plate end case as-
sembly warped with the thermal deflection.
The solid contact analysis has been carried out for a number of differential pres-
sures, ∆p = 50, 200, 400 bar; the low pressure was always fixed at 25 bar. Figure
6.10 illustrates an example of the solution in terms of contour of the displacement
in z direction for ∆p = 200 bar. The contour shows that even though the applied
pressure fields were definitely non symmetric with respect to the y axis, the valve
plate deforms more or less with an axisymmetric pattern. Moreover, all the analy-
sis have confirmed that the applied pressure fields was sufficient to flatten the valve
plate back on the end case and thereby to eliminate the original gap associated with
the thermal deflection. Nonetheless, even though the deflection of the valve plate is
somehow canceled by the pressure deformation, the thermal deflection of the end case
still plays a role because the valve plate is pushed over it by the pressure field.
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Fig. 6.10. Contour representing the displacement in z direction of
the valve plate and end case assembly. The solution was found for a
differential pressure of 200 bar.
6.7.2 Linear model approach for the pressure and thermal deformation
analysis of the valve plate and end case assembly
Now that the overall deformation behavior of the valve plate and end case assembly
is known the question is how to approximate such behavior through a linear model.
The finite element solver for the calculation of the deformations due to pressure and
thermal loads (described in Chapter 6) can handle assemblies by considering the parts
as “welded” together in the region of contact. Considering the results illustrated in the
previous section, the idea of assuming the valve plate and the end case as “welded”
together appears reasonable and it plays in favor of a linear approximation. The
critical aspect is to figure out how to cancel the big deflection of the valve plate but
still capturing the deflection of the end case.
One approach that may be followed to achieve that result is to change the mechan-
ical properties of the bronze coating to steel, maintaining instead the original thermal
conductivity; in this way when the thermal deflection of the assembly is calculated,
the valve plate just “follows” the thermal deflection of the end case, replicating the
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pattern observed through the contact analysis. The same setting is acceptable also
in the case of the calculation of the pressure deformation. Table 6.1 summarizes the
material properties used in the model.
Material E ν λ α
[GPa] [ ] W/mK µm/mK
Steel 207 0.29 43 13
Cast iron 157 0.26 55 10
Bronze∗ 207 0.29 115 13
Brass 110 0.31 84 18
Table 6.1
Mechanical and thermodynamic properties of the materials defined in
the model. ∗The properties of bronze were changed to maximize the
fidelity of the linear model.
Fig. 6.11. Valve plate surface deformation, comparison between linear
model and non-linear solid contact analysis for ∆p = 200 bar.
Figure 6.11 shows a comparison between the predicted surface of the valve plate
(considering pressure and temperature deformations) in the case of non-linear contact
analysis and simplified linear approach, for a differential pressure of 200 bar. The
linear model predicts a deformation that is in good correlation with the non-linear
contact analysis, but some differences are visible: on the low pressure side (indicated
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with LP in figure) the linear model overestimates the deformation of 3-4 microns; the
deformation is instead underestimated at the two points corresponding to the piston
at the inner and outer dead center, indicated with IDP and ODP respectively.
The approach follows to address the contact problem in this case is tailored to
tackle the specific situation of the example chosen for the discussion; other design
may require a different approach. In general, if the valve plate and end case assembly
presents a solid contact situation where the valve plate is free to move, it is recom-
mended to deeply investigate the actual behavior of the system with an advanced
commercial solver. Then, the best setting of the linear model should be pursued
in order to replicate the same pattern observed through the non-linear solid contact
analysis.
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7. MEASUREMENTS OF THE SURFACE
TEMPERATURE OF THE VALVE PLATE DURING
OPERATION
The final goal of the fluid structure interaction model developed in this work is to pre-
dict the fluid film thickness during operation, therefore the unquestionable validation
of the model should go through the direct measurement of the fluid film thickness.
The problem is that the fluid film is typically in the order of magnitude of a few
microns on average and it can reach also sub-micron levels in limited region of the
lubricating interface. Moreover, the region of the machine where the measurement
has to be performed is hardly accessible and subjected to severe conditions.
Some attempts to measure the fluid film thickness between cylinder block and
valve plate have been documented in literature and were described in Sec. 1.2. The
approaches proposed by the previous researchers were successful, but what was ac-
tually measured was the relative position of the cylinder block with respect to the
valve plate on one or more points, located typically on the outer region of the valve
plate, outside the gap. In the case of Bergada et al. (2011) the three inductive sen-
sors allowed the exact position of the cylinder block to be determined over one shaft
revolution; the fluid film thickness was then derived by assuming the valve plate in
its nominal position. This limit in this approach is in the inability to derive the
actual film thickness because effects like elastic deformations or micro alteration of
the surfaces are not included when the fluid film geometry is calculated just from the
relative position of the cylinder block with respect to the valve plate.
Other approaches found in literature considered temperature as an indicator of
the fluid film thickness. Olems (2000) developed a test stand where the internal
temperature of the cylinder block was used to validate the prediction of the fluid
film thickness in the piston/cylinder interface; later Jouini and Ivantysynova (2008)
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measured the surface temperature of the valve plate and use it for the same purpose
on the cylinder block / valve plate interface. The temperature of the solid parts
defining a lubricating interface is certainly related to the fluid film thickness, but it
is interesting to discuss their connection in detail in order to understand advantages
and disadvantages.
7.1 Surface temperature measurements as indicator of fluid film thickness
The steady state temperature of the rotating kit during the operation of the ma-
chine represents an equilibrium between the heat that is generated in the lubricating
interfaces and the heat that is carried off by the convective heat exchange with the
surrounding hydraulic fluid. Chapter 5 illustrated how the the temperature is calcu-
lated and more precisely Eq. 5.3 shows that the heat flux coming from the cylinder
block valve plate interface depends on the thermal conductivity of the oil and the tem-
perature gradient across the film. At this point it is convenient to take a closer look
to the Energy equation, Eq. 2.29. The energy equation can be integrated over the














The surface integral on the left hand side is on the external boundary of the fluid film
and it contains the convective and the diffusive terms; the integral on the right hand
side it the total power dissipated by viscous friction in the fluid film. The surface
integral can be split into the lateral boundary of the fluid film and the two surfaces
in contact with the solid parts. In the case of the convective term there is no fluid
flow across the film, whereas the diffusion takes place mainly in that direction, being
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According to the definition in Eq. 5.3 the quantities on the left hand side are the total
heat fluxes on the cylinder block and valve plate surfaces in contact with the fluid film.
From Eq. 7.2 is clear that the heat fluxes that will affect the steady state temperature
of cylinder block and valve plate depend on the viscous dissipation in the fluid flow
and the convective effect of the leakages. As indicated in Eq. 2.32 the energy that
is converted into heat by viscous friction at any point in the fluid film depends on
the dynamic viscosity and the derivative of the fluid velocity across the film; on the
other hand, the convection is calculated by integrating the fluid velocity expressed
by Eq. 2.35 over the boundary of the fluid film. Therefore both of these variables
are ultimately and strictly related to the fluid film thickness, reason why the surface
temperature is indeed a good indicator of the fluid film. Furthermore temperature is
relatively cheap and easy to measure, making the measurement of several point on
the surface feasible, which may lead to a reasonably good representation of the fluid
film thickness. In addition this method captures effects like deformation and micro
alteration of the surfaces because the temperature is directly related to the actual
fluid film thickness.
Unfortunately, there are also disadvantages in the validation of the model with
temperature measurements. First, and most intuitive, is the fact that the surface
temperature is related to the fluid film thickness but it does not depends only upon
it: the surface temperature is affected by the heat exchanged by convection between
the solid parts and the oil outside the lubricating interfaces in the case, displacement
chambers and ports. For example, if in a certain region of the lubricating interface
the dissipation is underestimated because the fluid film is not properly predicted, the
measured surface temperature could be still well matched if a further error in the
convective heat exchanged will compensate for it.
Another problem occurs when the interface operates at very low fluid film thick-
ness and the condition of full film lubrication is not fully satisfied. In this case the
calculation of the heat dissipated will be incorrect if the viscous dissipation function
is used, moreover when high pressure spikes occur the prediction of the viscosity is
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also likely to be incorrect. As a consequence, the surface temperature may not be a
good indicator to validate the model if the lubricating interface is known to work in
the limit of mixed friction regime.
However, since the developed model is able to predict the working temperature
of cylinder block and valve plate during operation and considering that the surface
temperature measurement is in the end supported by a good number of advantages,
this method has been chosen to validate the model prediction.
7.2 Description of the test stand and measurement procedure
Thanks to a research project with an industry sponsor a 130 cc/rev unit of com-
mercial production was donated to carry out a comparison with the model predictions
with measurements. The industry sponsor equipped the valve plate on that unit with
22 K-type thermocouples, as represented in Fig. 7.1 and 7.2.
Two series of 10 thermocopules (equally spaced in circumferential direction) were
placed at two radial positions close to the inner and outer region of the sealing land.
As represented in Fig. 7.2 the end case was minimally modified with respect to the
original design: a circumferential grove was machined on the top part of the end case
(not visible in the picture) to fit the thermocouples attached to the bottom of the
valve plate and an additional hole was added to allow the thermocouples cables to
have a way out of the machine. To prevent any pollution of the oil the thermocouple
wires were not glued, but held with aluminum clamps; epoxy glue was used only to
seal the external part of the hole on the end case. Two additional thermocouples
were placed in the housing: the first thermocouple was located half a way through
the thickness of the housing ad used to monitor the temperature of the metal; the
second thermocouple was run all the way through the housing wall and it could probe
the temperature of the oil around the cylinder block during operation.
The unit was mounted on a test stand designed to take steady state measurements.
The test stand is represented in Fig. 7.3. The pump equipped with the thermocouples
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Fig. 7.1. Position of the thermocouples on the valve plate mounted
on the 130cc unit used for the measurements (view from the bottom
of the valve plate).
Fig. 7.2. Picture of the valve plate and case that were used for the
measurements. The position of the thermocuples is also indicated.
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Fig. 7.3. Schematic of the test stand developed to take steady state
temperature measurements on a 130cc axial piston unit.
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is labeled with (3). Considering a maximum differential pressure of 400 bar during
the measurements the maximum theoretical torque that the electric drive (1) would








That value was way beyond the torque limitation of the available electric drive and
for this reason a second hydraulic unit of 100 cc/rev size (2) was added to the system.
The second unit works as a load and allows the power absorbed by the main unit to
ricirculate back on the shaft; in this way the electric drive has just to provide the








The relief valve (4) was set to the desired pressure and the displacement of unit
(2) was controlled in order to have as less flow as possible through the valve. The
displacement of the main unit was maintained fixed through threaded rods that held
the adjustment system of the swash plate at the proper angle. Since no control
pressure was needed on the main unit, the charge pump was removed.
Pressure and temperature were monitored at the inlet, outlet and case port of the
main unit through the blocks (7),(6) and (8) respectively. The temperature at the inlet
port of the main unit was controlled to be within 52± 1◦C; the hydraulic fluid in the
system was an ISO 32 viscosity grade, which means that the inlet viscosity was held at
20 cSt (see Appendix B); the inlet pressure was also controlled to 25±1 bar. Moreover,
for each operating condition in terms of speed, displacement and differential pressure,
any measurements was taken only when steady state conditions were reached; this
means that the outlet and case temperature have not being changing for at least
10 minutes before the data acquisition. This condition is very important to ensure
because the predictions of the simulation model are based on the assumption of steady
state conditions and thermal equilibrium. Outlet and case flows of the main unit were
also measured, through the flow meters in blocks (6) and (8) respectively; in addition
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input torque and angular speed at the pump’s shaft was monitored through the torque
meter (9).
Table 7.1 summarizes the specification of all the components in Fig 7.3. The sig-
nals from the sensors were recorded through two types of input modules from National
Instruments. The NI 9211 was used for the signals of the pressure transducers and
the flow meters, in this case properly programmed frequency converters were used to
convert the signal into a 0-10V signal. Two NI 9213 input modules were instead used
for all the thermocouples signals. The data was acquired through a compact DAQ
from National instrument, NI cDAQ-9178.
The measurements results for a number of selected operating conditions are dis-
cussed in the next chapter and compared with the prediction of the fluid structure
interaction and thermal model.
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ID Sensor Specification
(1) Elective drive Max power: 225 kW, Max torque 615 Nm @ 3500
rpm
(2) Hydraulic motor Displacement 100 cc/rev, Flow at rated speed 330
l/min, Max torque @ max displacement 668 Nm
(3) Main unit Displacement 130 cc/rev, Flow at rated speed 416
l/min, Max torque @ max displacement 931 Nm
(4) Pressure relief valve max flow 350 l/min





Flow meter: 3.5-525 l/m range, error ± 3% of mea-
sured value;
Thermocouple: K-type, error grater than 2.2◦ or
0.75% of measured value;
Pressure transducer: 0-600 bar range, error ±




Thermocouple: K-type, error grater than 2.2◦ or
0.75% of measured value;
Pressure transducer: 0-100 bar range, error ±





Flow meter: 0-18 l/m range, error ± 3% of mea-
sured value;
Thermocouple: K-type, error grater than 2.2◦ or
0.75% of measured value;
Pressure transducer: 0-25 bar range, error ± 0.15%
of measured value
(9) Torque meter 0-1000 Nm range, error ± 0.2% of full scale
(10) Set of 22 thermocou-




K-type, error grater than 2.2◦ or 0.75% of measured
value
Table 7.1
Summary and specification of all the components in Fig. 7.3.
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8. SIMULATION MODEL PREDICTIONS AND
COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS
In this chapter the measured valve plate surface is compared with the prediction of
the model for a number of operating conditions. In the context of the validation,
the simulation results relative to one selected operating condition are discussed in
detail in terms of predicted fluid film thickness, pressure fields, elastic deformation
of the solid parts and power losses. A further simulation study on a second unit is
also proposed, in order to show the applicability of the model to a variety of different
design of commercial production.
8.1 Comparison between model prediction and measurements
In this section the predicted valve plate temperature is compared with the mea-
surements discussed in Chapter 7. All the simulation studies were carried out at
partial displacement, β = 50%, two speeds of 2000 and 2800 rpm and three differ-
ential pressures of ∆p = 50, 200 and 400 bar. Figures from 8.1 to 8.12 illustrate
the comparison between the measured and the predicted temperature field at the 22
points were the thermocouples were located in the valve plate. In the same figures,
on the bottom, two cross sections in the x−z and y−z planes show the fluid film and
the solid parts warped with the combination of pressure and thermal deformations in
the fluid film thickness direction, with a scale of 1000:1. The average and maximum
percentage errors between measured and simulated temperatures are listed for all the
simulated operating conditions in Tables 8.1 and 8.2.
For almost all the operating conditions the average percentage error was below
5%, which confirms the ability of the model to predict the trend of the temperature
field in the valve plate as the operating conditions changes. Also the two-dimensional
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n = 2000 rpm n = 2000 rpm n = 2000 rpm
∆p = 50 bar ∆p = 200 bar ∆p = 400 bar
β = 50% β = 50% β = 50%
Avg. Err. 4.2 4.2 6.3
Max. Err. 13.6 15.0 20.32
Table 8.1
Average and maximum percentage error between measured and pre-
dicted temperature as function of operating pressure at 2000 rpm.
The maximum and average error were calculated for the 21 working
thermocouples in the valve plate.
n = 2800 rpm n = 2800 rpm n = 2800 rpm
∆p = 50 bar ∆p = 200 bar ∆p = 400 bar
β = 50% β = 50% β = 50%
Avg. Err. 4.3 4.6 4.9
Max. Err. 8.5 12.6 11.2
Table 8.2
Average and maximum percentage error between measured and pre-
dicted temperature as function of operating pressure at 2800 rpm.
The maximum and average error were calculated for the 21 working
thermocouples in the valve plate.
character of the temperature field in the valve plate is reasonably well match, even
though there are points were the percentage error reached values above 15%. The sim-
ulation model confirmed that for those operating conditions a stable film of lubricant
was present between cylinder block and valve plate. In some small regions though,
the fluid film thickness reached values close to the combined surface roughness of the
two surfaces, indicating conditions at the limit of mixed lubrication.
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It interesting to notice that the model captures pretty much all the different types
of variations of the temperature field with speed and operating pressure exhibited by
the measurements:
• At low pressure the temperature field looks quite symmetric with respect to the
vertical centerline (y-axis) and the outer region of the sealing land appears to
be at higher temperature than the inner region.
• The highest temperatures were observed at the top and at the bottom of the
sealing land, slightly decentered on the high pressure side
• At higher differential pressure, i.e. ∆p > 200 bar the high pressure region be-
comes warmer than the low pressure side and furthermore the difference between
inner and outer areas of the sealing land vanishes.
• the maximum temperature on the valve plate surface does not change as the
pressure increases.
The observed behaviour is fully explained thanks to the results of the simulation
model. The predicted fluid film was more or less axisymmetric at low pressure oper-
ation; since the circumferential velocity increases as the radial position increases, for
the same fluid film thickness the viscous dissipation was higher at the outer region of
the sealing land and lower at the inner region, leading to the observed temperature
difference. As the working pressure increases the elastic deformation of the solid parts
generates a thicker gap on the high pressure side of the interface. The combination of
a thicker gap and higher pressure drastically rises the leakages; in this condition the
effect of the associated viscous dissipation in radial direction becomes as important as
the circumferential component associated with the rotation of the cylinder block. It
is remarkable how the model can also capture the difference in temperature of almost
25◦ between inner and outer regions of the sealing land, which are explained by the
convex deflection of the cylinder block due to the thermal loads. Further details in
this regard are discussed in the next section, where a selected operating condition
will be thoroughly analyzed.
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Fig. 8.1. Comparison between measured and predicted surface tem-
perature measurement of the valve plate @ 2000 rpm, 50 bar and 50%
displacement.
Fig. 8.2. Cross sections in the y − z and x − z plane, illustrating
the predicted fluid film thickness between cylinder block and valve
plate, @ 2000 rpm, 50 bar and 50%. The solid parts were warped
with the elastic deformations due to pressure and temperature (the
scaling factor is 1000:1 in z direction).
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Fig. 8.3. Comparison between measured and predicted surface tem-
perature measurement of the valve plate @ 2000 rpm, 200 bar and
50% displacement.
Fig. 8.4. Cross sections in the y − z and x− z plane, illustrating the
predicted fluid film thickness between cylinder block and valve plate,
@ 2000 rpm, 200 bar and 50%. The solid parts were warped with
the elastic deformations due to pressure and temperature (the scaling
factor is 1000:1 in z direction).
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Fig. 8.5. Comparison between measured and predicted surface tem-
perature measurement of the valve plate @ 2000 rpm, 400 bar and
50% displacement.
Fig. 8.6. Cross sections in the y − z and x− z plane, illustrating the
predicted fluid film thickness between cylinder block and valve plate,
@ 2000 rpm, 400 bar and 50%. The solid parts were warped with
the elastic deformations due to pressure and temperature (the scaling
factor is 1000:1 in z direction).
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Fig. 8.7. Comparison between measured and predicted surface tem-
perature measurement of the valve plate @ 2800 rpm, 50 bar and 50%
displacement.
Fig. 8.8. Cross sections in the y − z and x − z plane, illustrating
the predicted fluid film thickness between cylinder block and valve
plate, @ 2800 rpm, 50 bar and 50%. The solid parts were warped
with the elastic deformations due to pressure and temperature (the
scaling factor is 1000:1 in z direction).
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Fig. 8.9. Comparison between measured and predicted surface tem-
perature measurement of the valve plate @ 2800 rpm, 200 bar and
50% displacement.
Fig. 8.10. Cross sections in the y− z and x− z plane, illustrating the
predicted fluid film thickness between cylinder block and valve plate,
@ 2800 rpm, 200 bar and 50%. The solid parts were warped with
the elastic deformations due to pressure and temperature (the scaling
factor is 1000:1 in z direction).
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Fig. 8.11. Comparison between measured and predicted surface tem-
perature measurement of the valve plate @ 2800 rpm, 400 bar and
50% displacement.
Fig. 8.12. Cross sections in the y− z and x− z plane, illustrating the
predicted fluid film thickness between cylinder block and valve plate,
@ 2800 rpm, 400 bar and 50%. The solid parts were warped with
the elastic deformations due to pressure and temperature (the scaling
factor is 1000:1 in z direction).
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8.2 Simulation results for a selected operating condition
In this section the results of the developed fluid structure interaction and thermal
model described in the previous section are discussed in detail for a selected operating
condition, corresponding to a speed of 2000 rpm a differential pressure of 400 bar
and 50% displacement angle. Figure 8.13 shows the total axial force FBz and the
two moments MBx and MBy on the cylinder block resulting from the external loads
condition and from the pressure field in the fluid film, when only the hydrostatic
component is considered. As expected, the external loads on the cylinder block are
Fig. 8.13. External loads on the cylinder block over one shaft revolu-
tion @ n = 2000rpm, ∆p = 200 bar and β = 50%.
greater than the opposite loads determined by the hydrostatic pressure field in the
fluid film: hydrodynamic components are thus necessary to achieve the equilibrium
during operation. Looking just at the moments imbalance, it is reasonable to assume
that the cylinder block is likely to tilt with positive rotations around the y and x axis.
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The assumption is confirmed by looking at Fig. 8.14, which illustrates the predicted
position of the cylinder block at the three reference points P1, P2 and P3 (indicated
in Fig. 2.15) with respect to the plane z = 0 of Fig. 2.16. The point P2, where
Fig. 8.14. Cylinder block position and film thickness over one shaft
revolution @ n = 2000rpm, ∆p = 200 bar and β = 50%.
the cylinder block is mainly inclined, is located at positive x and negative y. This
position is indeed the result of a combination of positive rotations around the y and
x axis. The cylinder block position does not provide any information about the fluid
film thickness though, because when deformations are present the fluid film thickness
is not defined just by the relative position of the solid parts.
A three-dimensional representation of the fluid film may help to better understand
the actual geometry of the fluid film and the operation of the lubricating interface.
Fig. 8.14 illustrates the fluid film geometry scaled 1000 times in the fluid film thickness
direction and the pressure field for six different angular positions, starting from ϕ = 0
and moving up to ϕ = 360◦ with steps of 60◦. Looking at Fig. 8.15 it is clear that low
fluid film thickness conditions are limited to the peripheral region of the sealing land;
the lowest fluid film is observed at the outermost region of the sealing land, along the
y axis. The figure also shows that an important hydrodynamic component is present
in the pressure field at all the angles. The hydrodynamic field is not just determined
by the cylinder block micro-motion or inclination with respect to the valve plate: the
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Fig. 8.15. Predicted fluid film thickness (scaled 1000:1 in z direction)
and pressure field for six angular positions @ 2000 rpm, ∆p = 400
bar and 50% displacement. The valve plate body is also represented
and warped with scale 1000:1 in z direction with the combination of
pressure and thermal loads.
elastic deformation of the parts, combined with the rotating motion of the cylinder
block contributes to an additional transnational squeeze effect. It is interesting to
analyze the overall deformation into the two separate contributions of pressure and
thermal effect. The cylinder block surface deforms under pressure in a wave-like
shape on the high pressure side, due to the pressurized fluid in the displacement
chambers. The thermal deflection has instead an axisymmetric convex shape that is
explained by the combination of viscous dissipation and cooling effects of the fluid
in the displacement chambers, as illustrated in Fig. 8.17. The valve plate surface
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Fig. 8.16. Elastic deformations of cylinder block and valve plate sur-
face warped with scale 1000:1 in z direction.
Fig. 8.17. Predicted temperature field in the cylinder block and valve
plate. The two bodies were warped with the associated thermal de-
flection in all the directions with a scale of 1000:1.
deforms globally downward due to the pressure field in the fluid film, but the Poisson
effect associated with the pressurized fluid in the high pressure port determines two
upward deflections located approximately at 40◦ and 160◦ in clockwise direction from
the y axis. This behavior was also observed in a more prominent way when the
deformation of the valve plate and end case assembly was studied considering the
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contact analysis with a commercial finite elements software: when contact and relative
motion between valve plate and end case were considered the valve plate slightly
detached from the end case in the two points were also the linear FEM analysis
predicted maximum deformation; however, the linear analysis underestimated this
effect since the two bodies were assumed as welded together.
The thermal deflection of the valve plate surface is characterized by a convex shape
which develops along the x axis; the deformation is non symmetric with respect to
the y axis, being the low pressure side more deformed downward. This effect is
simply explained by the non-symmetric geometry of the end case, which extends
more on the low pressure side in order to fit the adjustment system of the swash
plate (seeFig. 8.17). The contact analysis has shown that the the valve plate remains
slightly detached from the end case on the low pressure side and it does not deform of
the same amount. As already pointed out in the previous section, the linear analysis
overestimates the deflection of the low pressure side due to the thermal load, see Fig.
6.11
Figure 8.18 depicts the calculated power loss taking place in the cylinder block /
valve plate interface over one shaft revolution. The total power loss was calculated
through the viscous dissipation, Eq. 2.34 and it has an average value of about 1.7
kW. The combination of a thick fluid film on the high pressure side, visible from
Fig. 8.15 ant the high differential pressure lead to a leakage of nearly 0.9 l/min. The
leakage is dissipated into heat and contributes to 0.5 kW of power loss; the remaining
1.2 kW are dissipated with the viscous friction associated with Couette component
of the velocity, determined by the rotation of the cylinder block.
8.3 A study of the impact of micro surface shaping on the performance
of the cylinder block / valve plate interface
One of the goals of this work was to develop a model able of accounting for
micro-modification of the surfaces of cylinder block and valve plate which could be
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Fig. 8.18. Predicted power loss over one shaft revolution.
introduced by design or created by wear during operation. This section illustrates
a simulation study on a unit where a circumferential wave pattern of a few microns
amplitude is applied to the valve plate surface. The design of the cylinder block valve
plate interface of the study presented in this section is different from the design of
the unit analyzed in the previous section. Therefore, the results of this work not
only demonstrate that the model can predict the effect of micro-modification of the
surfaces on the formation of the fluid film between cylinder block and valve plate, but
also show that the present model can be used to study different designs of cylinder
block / valve plate interface. Actually, the proposed model was successfully applied
to several different designs and the two examples described in this thesis represent
just a few of the number of studies that have been accomplished.
The modification to the valve plate surface is expressed by two parameters: the
amplitude A and the frequency f of the wave. The expression of the fluid film
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(hP1 + hP2 + hP3) + (δhCB(r, ϑ)− δhV P (r, ϑ) + A sin(fϑ))
(8.1)
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The idea of a micro circumferential wave pattern on the valve plate surface was in-
troduced by Baker and Ivantysynova (2009). The two authors studied the impact
of this surface’s modification through the simulation model developed by Wieczorek
and Ivantysynova (2002) and further improved by Huang and Ivantysynova (2003) to
include the elastic deformation of the cylinder block due to pressure loads. Figure
8.19 shows the cylinder block and the valve plate of the unit selected by Baker and
Ivantysynova (2009) for their study. Baker and Ivantysynova (2009) found that for
Fig. 8.19. Predicted power loss over one shaft revolution.
that design, a wave of 1µm amplitude and 15 peaks would drastically reduce the
energy dissipated in the cylinder block valve plate interface over a wide range of op-
erating conditions. The more significant reductions were found to be at low operating
pressure and low displacement angle: at ∆p = 100 bar, 1000 rpm and β = 17% a 57%
reduction in power losses in the cylinder block / valve plate interface was predicted.
The aim of the study presented in this section is to investigate the impact of the
additional physical phenomena introduced in this work on the effectiveness of the
micro-surface pattern introduced by Baker and Ivantysynova (2009) on the same ax-
ial piston unit. In addition, before undertaking any investigation of the micro-surface
pattern, the present model was further validated through surface temperature mea-
surements on the standard design of cylinder block and valve plate design illustrated
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in Fig. 8.19, published by (Jouini and Ivantysynova, 2008). The results of the vali-
dation, published in Zecchi and Ivantysynova (2012), further confirmed the accuracy
of the model and suggested that the prediction of the impact of the micro-surface
pattern with the present model are likely to be reliable.
The same operating conditions investigated by Baker and Ivantysynova (2009)
were analyzed with the present model and the results, in terms of total power losses
in the cylinder block / valve plate interface, are represented in Fig. 8.20. For a better
Fig. 8.20. Friction, leakage and total power losses in the cylinder
block / valve plate interface for standard and waved valve plate sur-
face predicted by the present simulation model. Standard valve plate
design and micro wave pattern with 15 peaks and 1µm amplitude are
represented.
understanding, the friction and leakage contribution to the total power loss are also
shown. The results confirm that the waved valve plate design decreases the losses in
the cylinder block / valve plate interface especially at low operating pressure, at both
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full and low displacement. However, the predicted improvements are systematically
lower than the previous: in the study by Baker and Ivantysynova (2008) the highest
percentage difference in losses from the waved to the standard design was 57% at 100
bar, 1000 rpm and 17% displacement, while the present model predicted just a 23%
improvement at the same conditions.
The lower effectiveness of the waved valve plate predicted by the present model is
explained by the modifications of the film thickness determined by elasto-hydrodynamic
and thermal effects. In the previous simulation study by Baker and Ivantysynova
(2009), the wave pattern on the valve plate surface was responsible of a major change
in the lubricating film shape, mainly at low pressure. In this condition, the limited
pressure loads are associated with just a slight deformation of the cylinder block and
valve plate and in addition, the deformation of the valve plate was totally neglected.
Furthermore, since the model did not account for any thermal deformation of the
cylinder block and valve plate, the only thermal effect was a change in viscosity and
therefore the film shape was mainly affected by the wave pattern.
The situation is much different with the present model, because in this case the
modification to the fluid film shape determined by the waved valve plate is just of
secondary importance. Figure 8.21 and 8.22 illustrate this concept. As expected, at
Fig. 8.21. Pressure field and film thickness for the standard design @
1000 rpm, 100 bar and 100% displacement. (The lubricating film is
magnified 1000 times in z direction
low pressure the elastic deformation is nearly negligible (the z − x section does not
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Fig. 8.22. Pressure field and film thickness for the 1µ amplitude waved
valve plate @ 1000 rpm, 100 bar and 100% displacement. (The lubri-
cating film is magnified 1000 times in z direction)
show a particular difference in film thickness between high and low pressure sides). At
this operating condition the main phenomenon affecting the film shape is the thermal
deformation of the solids parts: the cylinder block is responsible of the convex outline
on the top side, while the valve plate / end case assembly further reduces the thickness
on the peripheral along the y axis (z − y section) and, at the same time, increases it
along the x axis (z − x section). The thermal deformation of the body is therefore
what leads the performance of the interface at this condition. Certainly, for the same
average film thickness the wave pattern increases the load carrying ability and in
fact in Fig. 8.22 the gap is slightly thicker than in Fig. 8.21. This difference does
not affect sensibly the leakage, but limits the viscous dissipation, explaining the 16%
improvement of Fig. 8.20; same considerations are valid at low displacement angle,
where a 23% was predicted. At higher pressure, besides the thermal effects, also the
pressure deformation plays a role because it contributes to increase the average film
thickness and further limits the effectiveness of the waved valve plate. At high speed
and high pressure the waved surface has nearly no impact on the performance of the
cylinder block / valve plate interface.
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The generation and stability pf the fluid film between cylinder block and valve plate
of axial piston machines has been studied theoretically and experimentally in this
work. A novel multi-physics simulation model for the prediction of the cylinder block
/ valve plate interface performance has been formulated and proposed to predict
the steady state performance of the interface through the precise determination of
the fluid film thickness as a function of the machine’s operating conditions such as
differential pressure, speed, displacement angle and working temperature. The film
thickness is calculated over one shaft revolution on the principle of force balance,
by determining the configuration of the fluid film able of meeting the external load
condition of the cylinder block at every instant of time.
The major contribution of this work was in the extension of the physical phenom-
ena included in the analysis of the interface: for the first time, the solution of the
non isothermal fluid flow has been coupled with the thermal and elstic deformation
analysis of the surrounding solid parts. The loads due to the pressure in the fluid film,
displacement chambers, suction and discharge ports in the cylinder block and valve
plate are used to calculate their resulting elastic deformations, allowing the film thick-
ness to be estimated accounting for elasto-hydrodynamic phenomena. Furthermore,
the energy dissipated in the fluid flow by viscous friction is applied as a boundary
condition to solve for the steady state temperature of the solid parts, including the
convective heat exchange with the oil in the case and the ambient. The temperatures
of the solid bodies are used to calculate their associated thermal deflections, allow-
ing a further correction of the film thickness prediction to be operated. Moreover,
the surface temperatures of the parts are applied to improve the solution of the non
isothermal fluid flow.
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Such analysis is performed by coupling different numerical domains in one sin-
gle numerical model. This allows the exchange of information between the different
physical domains to be very flexible and effective. Several numerical techniques were
formulated and coupled together in the model, to face each physical problem in the
most efficient way. The non isothermal fluid flow was solved through the finite volume
method and the preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized solver was introduced
to maximize the solution speed and accuracy. Significant attention was given to the
fluid-structure interaction coupling between sliding solid parts and fluid film. A fixed
point iteration scheme with dynamic relaxation was developed to consider the non-
linear elasto-hydrodynamic problem between the solution of the Reynolds equation
and the pressure surface elastic deformation. Efficient interpolation schemes on the
variables exchanged by fluid and structure were also implemented. The transient
squeeze effect deriving from the rate of change of the elasto-hydrodynamic deforma-
tion was also included in the model, finding that such effect has primary importance
in the prediction of the load carrying ability. A finite element thermoelastic solver
was introduced to couple in a unique environment the heat transfer and the elastic
deformation analysis of the solid parts. The solver takes as input the heat fluxes
deriving from the viscous dissipation in the fluid flow and calculates the temperature
field in the solid parts and their associated thermal deflections.
A 130 cc unit of commercial production was equipped with a number of thermo-
couples to measure the surface temperature of the valve plate during the machine
operation. Measurements were taken under steady state condition for a wide range
of operating conditions. The unit was thoroughly analyzed with the developed model
and the comparison between the model prediction and the measurements confirmed
the ability to predict the fluid film thickness under very different working conditions.
The same outcome was confirmed by a further experimental/simulation study on a
second unit of commercial production.
The model has also been successfully applied to investigate the effect of micro-
surface shaping on the performance of the lubricating interface. A variety of differ-
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ent designs of the cylinder block / valve plate interface have been studied with the
proposed approach counting seven pumps and motors of commercial production for
industrial, mobile and aerospace applications.
APPENDICES
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A. DERIVATION OF THE SPECIFIC FOR OF THE
REYNOLDS EQUATION USED IN THIS WORK
This appendix described in detail the derivation of the specific form of the Reynolds
equation that has been used in the developed model. Such expression of the Reynolds
equation is not very common in literature and since effort has been spent in its
derivation it is worth to have it documented in this thesis.
For a Newtonian fluid, starting from the application of the conservation of mo-




+ ∇ · ρV V −∇ · (µ∇V ) = −∇p (A.1)
Starting from Eq. A.1, in case of the fluid flow of the cylinder block / valve plate
interface several assumptions can safely be made to greatly simply this equation:




2. Inertial forces are negligible compared to the viscous ones, so the convective
inertia term ∇ · ρV V can be neglected.
3. Pressure is uniform along the film thickness.
4. Gradients of the velocity in the direction of the film thickness are orders of
magnitude bigger than the ones in the other directions.
There are indeed situations of practical interest where the convective inertia term
∇·ρV V can be important even when the Reynolds number is rather small: this is the
case of textured or dimpled surfaces. Surface texturing gained increasing attention in
lubrication research because it can improve the performance of bearings by increasing
the load carrying capacity for a given clearance, reducing friction and adding lubricant
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storage capacity. Dobrica and Fillon (2009) carried out an interesting study about
the validity of the Reynolds equation and inertia effects in textured sliders of infinite
width. They concluded that, for a film thickness of the same magnitude of the dimple
depth, the assumptions above are safe even for slightly large Reynolds numbers if the
the ratio λd between the length and the depth of the dimple is sufficiently big; more
precisely, they have demonstrated that for λd = 64 the inertia effects can totally be
neglected for Reynolds number equal to 16. In this work the effect of dimpled surfaces
on the cylinder block / valve plate interface was not investigated and even when the
effect of micro-surface shaping was introduced, the geometry of the clearance was
such that the parameter λd was certainly big enough to consider the assumptions
above fully safe.
Figure A.1 depicts a lubricating gap bounded by two surfaces of arbitrary shape.
The top surface is indicated with t and it is moving with a velocity V t = (ut, vt, wt);
the bottom surface is indicated with b and it is also moving with a velocity V b =
(ub, vb, wb). A given point P on the x − y plane is represented in Fig. A.1 together
with its projections along the z direction on the two boundary surfaces, being Pt
the projection on the top surface and Pb the projection on the bottom surface. The
distance (with sign) of Pt from the reference plane z = 0 is defined as ht and analogous
definition applies for hb on the bottom side; notice that ht can even be negative if the
top surface lies underneath the reference plane and vice versa for hb. The difference
h = ht − hb is the actual film thickness at the point P .
In this scenario
• Point 3 means that p = p(x, y)









, where V = (u, v, w) is the
velocity of the lubricant in the clearance
and the Navier-Stokes equation A.1 reduces to
∇p = ∇ · (µ∇V ) (A.2)
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Fig. A.1. Sketch of a lubricating gap defined by two surfaces of arbi-
trary shape. The reference plane z = 0 used to derive the Reynolds
equation is also represented.






































The four integration constants can be determined imposing that
u = ut and v = vt for z = ht
u = ub and v = vb for z = hb





























Equations A.5 defines the oil velocity in the lubricating gap. It should be noticed that
there are two components: one due to the pressure gradient (Poiseuille component)
and one due to the dragging effect of the walls (Couette component).
Under steady state conditions, the continuity equation is expressed by Eq. A.6
∇ · (ρV ) = 0 (A.6)
Equation A.6 is integrated over the lubricating film thickness to obtain the Reynolds














dz = 0 (A.7)
The integral in Eq. A.7 can be solved by substituting the expressions in Eq. A.5 for
































































+ (wt− wb) = 0
(A.8)
Equation A.8 can be used in any geometrical configuration of the clearance, with any
kind of motion of the boundary walls. Moreover, Eq. A.8 allows the viscosity to
change across the film, assuming instead a uniform viscosity along the film.
The terms involving the derivative of the two surfaces velocity in Eq. A.8 are
called the stretch terms. In this work these terms are neglected since the boundary
surfaces are always characterized by a rigid motion, therefore their velocity is the














































+ ρ (wt − wb) = 0
(A.9)
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It is convenient to express equation A.9 by means of the differential operators, in











V t + V b)
2
)
− ρV t ·∇ht + ρV b ·∇hb + ρ (wt − wb) = 0
(A.10)
Starting with this equation, the corresponding form for any kind of reference system
can be simply derived by substituting the proper definition of the surfaces velocity
and differential operators. The particular geometry of the cylinder block / valve
plate interface and the motion of the cylinder block make the cylindrical coordinate
system (r, ϑ, z) of Fig. 2.15 the best choice to express the Reynolds equation. In this
coordinate system the differential operators are defined as in Eq. A.11.

























In Eq. A.11, A is a generic vector and a is a generic scalar. About the velocity fields
of the boundary surfaces, the valve plate is fixed while the cylinder block rotates
around the z axis with an angular velocity ω, therefore they can be expressed as in
Eq. A.12.  V b = (0, 0, 0)V t = (0, ωr, 0) (A.12)
The squeeze effect in the interface is achieved by the micro-motion of the cylinder
block wt in the z direction while the valve plate is fixed and wb = 0. Therefore the
term wt − wb becomes the ∂h/∂t defined by Eq. 2.26.
By substituting the definitions in Eq. A.11 and the expressions of the velocity of









































Equation A.13 is the Reynolds equation used in this work.
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B. DETERMINATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL
MODEL OF THE HYDRAULIC FLUID USED FOR THE
MEASUREMENTS AND SIMULATIONS PRESENTED IN
THIS THESIS
The hydraulic fluid used for the measurements described in this thesis was a mineral
oil with viscosity index 32 according to the definition in the standard ISO 3448. A
sample of the oil was sent to a third party laboratory where viscosity and density
were measured as a function of pressure and temperature. This appendix presents
the details of the development of the mathematical model used to calculate the fluid
properties in simulation.
B.1 Development of the density equation
The measured variation of density as a function of pressure is illustrated in Table
B.1 for three different temperatures. The variation of density is well described by the
following equation
ρ(p, T ) = ρ0
[
1 + cρT (T − T0) + cρp(p− p0) + cρp2(p− p0)2+
+cρpT (T − T0)(p− p0) + cρp2T (T − T0)(p− p0)2
] (B.1)
The reference temperature was chose to be 25◦C and the reference pressure 1.03 bar,
equal to the atmospheric value. The reference density is therefore ρ0 = 843.3 kg/m
3.
The remaining five constants are determined through best fit of the data in Table
B.1. Figure B.1 shows the variation of density as a function of pressure at reference
temperature, Fig. B.1-b the variation of density as a function of temperature at the
reference pressure. At reference pressure, Eq. B.1 becomes
ρ(p0, T ) = ρ0 [1 + cρT (T − T0)] (B.2)
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p[bar]
ρ(T = 25C) ρ(T = 75C) ρ(T = 120C)
[kg/m3] [kg/m3] [kg/m3]
1378.95 900.8 878.5 859.5
1068.69 890.1 866.9 844.4
758.42 878.8 854.0 832.8
448.16 865.8 839.0 816.0
137.90 850.7 821.2 795.2
1.03 843.3 812.0 784.3
Table B.1
Measured variation of density as a function of pressure for three dif-
ferent temperatures
Fig. B.1. (a) variation of density as a function of temperature at the
reference pressure; (b) variation of density as a function of pressure
at reference temperature.
and the constant cρT was found to be −7.365 · 10−4 1/◦C. At reference temperature
Eq. B.1 becomes
ρ(p, T0) = ρ0
[
1 + cρp(p− p0) + cρp2(p− p0)2
]
(B.3)
The two constants were determined through a quadratic fit and are equal to cρp =
−9.930 · 10−9 1/bar and cρ2p = 6.284 · 10−5 1/bar2.
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Figure B.2 show the variation of density as a function of pressure at the other two
temperatures in Table B.1. At T = T̄ , Eq. B.1 becomes
Fig. B.2. (a) variation of density as a function of pressure at T =
75◦C; (b) variation of density as a function of pressure at T = 120◦C.
ρ(p, T̄ ) = ρ0
[
1 + cρT (T̄ − T0) + cρp(p− p0) + cρp2(p− p0)2+














cρp2 + cρp2T (T̄ − T0)
]
(B.4)
Equation B.4 can be written to express ρ(p, T = 25◦C) and ρ(p, T = 120◦C) and the
two remaining constants can be calculate through the curve fittings in Fig. B.2 for
T = 75◦C and T = 120◦C:
• the constant cρpT was calculated as 2.637 ·10−7 1/bar◦C in the case of Fig.B.2-a
and 2.541 · 10−7 1/bar◦C in the case of Fig.B.2-b; the average 2.589 · 10−7 1/◦C
was chosen.
• the constant cρp2T was calculated as −8.125 · 10−11 1/bar2 ◦C in the case of
Fig.B.2-a and −7.37 · 10−11 1/bar2 ◦C in the case of Fig.B.2-b; the average
−7.748 · 10−11 1/bar2 ◦C was chosen.
Table B.2 summarizes the constant that maximizes the fit of Eq. B.1 to the
measured data. Equation B.1 can be rewritten by substituting the definitions of the
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ρ0 cρT cρp cρp2 cρpT cρp2T
(kg/m3) (1/◦C) (1/bar) (1/bar2) (1/bar◦C) (1/bar2 ◦C)
843.3 −7.365 · 10−4 −9.930 · 10−9 6.284 · 10−5 2.589 · 10−7 −7.748 · 10−11
Table B.2
Constants in the Eq. B.1 that maximize the fit with the measured data.
constants in Table B.2
ρ(p, T ) = 843.3
[
1− 7.365 · 10−4(T − T0)− 9.930 · 10−9(p− p0)+
6.284 · 10−5(p− p0)2 + 2.589 · 10−7(T − T0)(p− p0)+
−7.748 · 10−11(T − T0)(p− p0)2
] (B.5)
The resulting density will be expressed in kg/m3; pressure has to be entered in bar and
temperature in ◦C. The error between the density calculated with Eq. B.1 and any
measured value is always below 0.5%, confirming that the developed mathematical
well replicates the observed behavior of the fluid.
B.2 Development of the isothermal bulk modulus equation
The isothermal bulk modulus is related to the density through the following equa-
tion







Thanks to the equation developed for the density, the bulk modulus can be derived
by means of the definition in Eq. B.6 as indicated in Eq. B.7.
K(p, T ) =
1 + cρT (T − T0) + cρp(p− p0) + cρp2(p−0)2
cρp + cρT (T − T0) + 2cρp2(p− p0) + 2cρp2T (p− p0)(T − T0)
+
+
cρpT (T − T0)(p− p0) + cρp2T (T − T0)(p− p0)2
cρp + cρT (T − T0) + 2cρp2(p− p0) + 2cρp2T (p− p0)(T − T0)
(B.7)
Figure B.5 depicts the variation of bulk modulus as a function of temperature for
different constant pressures, calculated with Eq. B.7.
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Fig. B.3. Variation of bulk modulus as a function of temperature for
different constant pressures.
B.3 Development of the viscosity equation
The viscosity was measured through anelectromagnetric viscosimeter as a function
of pressure is listed in Table B.3 for five different temperatures. The viscosity exhibit
a quadratic variation with pressure and this variation appears to change at different
temperatures, as illustrated in Fig. B.4 for T = 25◦C and T = 75◦C. Therefore the
equation that has to be define would look like the following.
µ(p, T ) = f0(T ) + f1(T )(p− p0) + f2(T )(p− p0)2 (B.8)
The three functions f0(T ), f1(T ) and f2(T ) can be determined by applying the least
square method to the the measured data. Figure B.9 shows the variation of f0(T ),
f1(T ) and f2(T ) with temperature. A double log scale was used because that rep-
resentation make the curve fitting easier. The three functions have been defined as
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p[bar]
µ(T = 25C) µ(T = 50C) µ(T = 75C) µ(T = 100C) µ(T = 120C)
[cP] [cP] [cP] [cP] [cP]
1377.92 528.05 162.53 61.82 28.13 17.16
1274.50 464.17 140.13 53.78 25.21 15.50
1171.07 404.94 120.22 46.91 22.55 13.96
1067.65 350.36 102.70 40.81 20.09 12.52
964.23 300.43 87.09 35.87 17.78 11.13
860.81 255.90 74.87 31.37 15.74 9.97
757.39 213.16 64.19 27.62 13.97 8.88
653.97 177.93 54.76 23.91 12.35 7.97
550.55 148.28 46.72 20.75 10.80 7.11
447.13 121.28 39.55 17.93 9.43 6.32
343.70 97.82 32.93 15.46 8.21 5.63
240.28 78.13 27.30 13.22 7.18 4.94
136.86 62.75 22.38 11.27 6.22 4.28
67.91 54.16 19.57 10.04 5.65 3.88
33.44 49.84 18.21 9.46 5.35 3.69
1.03 46.24 17.01 8.93 5.07 3.51
Table B.3
Measured variation of dynamic viscosity as a function of pressure for
five different temperatures
indicated in Eq B.9.
f0(T ) = exp [−0.372 lnT 2 + 1.314 lnT + 3.504]
f1(T ) = exp [−1.867 lnT 3 + 23.333 lnT 2 − 97.48 lnT + 132.42]
f2(T ) = exp [−0.930 lnT 2 + 4.958 lnT − 14.818]
(B.9)
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Fig. B.4. Variation of dynamic viscosity as a function of pressure at
25◦C and 100◦C.
Fig. B.5. Variation of bulk modulus as a function of temperature for
different constant pressures.
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Equation B.8 can be rewritten thanks to the expressions in Eq. B.9.
µ(p, T ) = exp
[










−0.930 lnT 2 + 4.958 lnT − 14.818
] (B.10)
The dynamic viscosity calculated with Eq. B.10 is going to be expressed in cP; the
pressure has to be entered in bar and the temperature in ◦C. The error between
the dynamic viscosity calculated with Eq. B.10 and the measured data is always
lower than 13.5%, with an average error of 2.5% on the whole set of points. The
developed mathematical model describes with high level of accuracy the variation of
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